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Abstract
In this paper, the Drinfeld center of a monoidal category is generalized to a class
of mixed Drinfeld centers. This gives a unified picture for the Drinfeld center and
a natural Heisenberg analogue. Further, there is an action of the former on the
latter. This picture is translated to a description in terms of Yetter-Drinfeld and
Hopf modules over quasi-bialgebras in a braided monoidal category. Via braided
reconstruction theory, intrinsic definitions of braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles
are obtained, together with a generalization of the result of Lu (1994) that the
Heisenberg double is a 2-cocycle twist of the Drinfeld double for general braided
Hopf algebras.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The Drinfeld double was originally introduced as the quantum double by Drinfeld
in [12]. The construction was generalized to quasi-Hopf algebras in [32], and to
braided Hopf algebras in [33].
There are different ways to motivate the introduction of the Drinfeld double. For
example, it gives a way to construct morphism Ψ: V b V Ñ V b V satisfying the
Yang-Baxter equation
pΨb IdV qpIdV bΨqpΨb IdV q “ pIdV bΨqpΨb IdV qpIdV bΨq. (1.1)
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It also gives a natural way of associating to a Hopf algebra a quasitriangular Hopf
algebra (i.e. one that is almost cocommutative).
The Heisenberg double can be given a similar interpretation, where the Yang-
Baxter equation is replaced by the Pentagon equation (see [19])
pΦb IdV qpIdV bΦqpΦb IdV q “ pΦb IdV qpIdV bΦq. (1.2)
Every module V over the Heisenberg double comes with a map Φ: V b V Ñ V b V
satisfying this equation.
In [19] it was also shown that solutions for (1.1) can be obtained from solutions
for Eq. (1.2). One application of the results of this paper is to show that given a
solution pV,Ψq to (1.1) and pW,Φq to (1.2), pV bW,Ψp1q bΦp1q bΨp2q bΦp2qq again
has the structure of a solution to the pentagon equation. For finite-dimensional Hopf
algebras, this follows from a twisting result of [22] which is generalized to the context
of braided Hopf algebras (so-called braided groups in the braided cocommutative case
in [29, 28] and other papers), in 3.8.3 and, more generally, monoidal categories in
Theorem 2.2.14.
To argue why it is beneficial to define a braided version of the Drinfeld and
Heisenberg double, it is helpful to consider an example. Let B is the coordinate
ring OX for X “ An. In this case, HeispBq is the ring of differential operators on
X, DX . However, if we compute the Drinfeld double of B, then this simply gives
OXrB1, . . . , Bns “ OT˚X . This is a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra. A
more interesting object is obtained by considering B as a Hopf algebra in the category
of YD-modules over the group C2. This can be seen as a super algebra version of
the coordinate ring. Computing the braided Drinfeld double DrinDrinC2pBq gives a
non-commutative Hopf algebra in which the commutator relation
rBi, xjs “ p1´ δ1 ´ δ´1qδi,j (1.3)
holds (see 3.5.9). From the point of view that the Drinfeld double gives exam-
ples of “Quantum groups” it is more natural to have a non-commutative and non-
cocommutative Hopf algebra. Note that computing the Heisenberg double over
DrinpC2q gives DX b kC2, so the answer for the Heisenberg double is essentially
not changed as the commutator relation in the braided Heisenberg double remains
rBi, xjs “ δi,j. (1.4)
Another application of the braided version is to give a clean description of the
quantum groups Uqpgq as Drinfeld doubles (see [33]), while it was already observed in
[12] that Uqpgq is a quotient of the Drinfeld double of Uqpn`q ¸ Uqptq. In our unified
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picture, we now have a natural Heisenberg analogue for the quantum groups, for
which the commutator relation is
rEi, Fjs “ K
´ i¨i
2
q´1i ´ qi
. (1.5)
This algebra has no finite-dimensional representations (see 3.9).
Another generalization included in the constructions of this paper is to allow
quasi-Hopf algebras (introduced in [13]), which we consider in a braided monoidal
category. Including this direction of generalization will enable us to consider exam-
ples such as the twisted Drinfeld double DrinωpGq of a group G which is of relevance
in mathematical physics as it occurs as data associated to particular orbifolds in
Rational Conformal Field theory (see [10]). In [32], a construction of the Drinfeld
double of a quasi-Hopf algebra is given via reconstruction theory. We add a Heisen-
berg analogue to this picture and generalize it to quasi-Hopf algebras in a braided
monoidal category, thus combining the two directions of generalization (braiding and
twisting).
In a derived setting (see e.g. [5]), the Drinfeld center gives a categorical version
of Hochschild cohomology which is defined as
HH‚pMq “ HH‚pM,Mq :“ ZpMq “ BiModMpMreg,Mregq.
From this point of view, in Section 2, we consider a more general form of Drinfeld
centers, which can be viewed as categorical Hochschild cohomology with values in
other bimodule categories V over M,
HH‚pM,Vq :“ BiModMpM,Vq.
Even though the constructions are given in a non-derived setting in the (2,1)-meta
category Cat of categories, because of the intrinsic nature of the definitions in terms
of bimodule categories, it is possible to obtain higher-categorical analogues working in
the meta-category p8, 1q-category of p8, 1q-categories Cat8 instead using an appro-
priate formalism of bimodule categories (such as e.g. [23]). Hochschild cohomology
with coefficients in any M-bimodule V will give module categories over HH‚pMq,
and relative versions of these with respect toM living over a braided monoidal cate-
gory B. In particular, the Hopf center from Definition 2.2.6 – which is the Heisenberg
analogue of the Drinfeld center – can be interpreted as HH‚BpM, regMtrivq in a de-
rived setting. Here, coefficients are taken in the M-bimodule regMtriv which has
the regular action on the left and the trivial action (given by the underlying tensor-
product in B) on the right.
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The original motivation for the author to write this paper lies in the applications
of the categorical action of DrinHpC,Bq-Mod on HeisHpC,Bq-Mod to the rational
Cherednik algebras Ht,cpGq of [14]. For this, the morphisms from [4]
Mc : H0,cpGq ÝÑ HeisCGpUpyb˚Gq, UpybGqq,
where UpybGq is a generalization of the algebra Uptrnq from [3] to general complex
reflection groups (cf. [21] for the notation), are used. Analogues also exist for
parameters t ‰ 0, or the restricted rational Cherednik algebras. The morphisms Mc
can be used to restrict the categorical action studied in this paper to gives actions
Źt,c : DrinCGpUpyb˚Gq, UpybGqq-ModbHt,cpGq-Mod ÝÑ Ht,cpGq-Mod.
It is work in progress to study these actions using category O techniques as in [15].
1.2. Summary
The discussion of Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles in this paper is done at differ-
ent levels of generality which are structured by the sections:
Section 2:
B quasi-Hopf algebra
in B
Section 3:
B Hopf algebra in H-Mod
(or Aop-CoModq
<
Section 4:
B quasi-Hopf algebra
in Vectk.
>
In Section 2 we work on the level of a monoidal category M living over a braided
monoidal category B. That is, there exist functors F : M Ñ B and P : B Ñ M
such that FP – IdB. It is not necessary to make further assumptions on the braided
monoidal category, such as a k-linear structure, although in typical examples, the
categories will have fiber functors to the category of k-vector spaces for a field k.
We start by giving the most general definition of a mixed relative Drinfeld center
in Section 2.2. This is done by translating the data of morphisms of M-bimodules
Mreg Ñ G1VG2 to pairs pV, cq, where V is an object of V and c P NatbpG1 b V Ñ
V bG2q. Here, G1VG2 is theM-bimodule where the left module structure is induced
by pulling the regular action back along G1, and the right one along G2. We will focus
on two classes of examples: the relative Drinfeld center ZBpMq, and its “Heisenberg
analogue” (called the Hopf center) HBpMq. The Drinfeld center corresponds to the
pair of functors pG1, G2q “ pIdM, IdMq, the Hopf center to pG1, G2q “ ptriv, IdMq,
where triv :“ PF . The main observation is a natural action of the Drinfeld center
on the Hopf center.
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For the purposes of this paper, we introduce a slightly more general version
of Majid’s braided reconstruction theory in Section 2.3, working with quasi-Hopf
algebra objects in B. This generalizes work of [17]. We further give a categorical
interpretation of the concept of quasitriangularity in Section 2.5.
In Section 2.4, we consider monoidal categories of the formM “ B-ModpBq for
a quasi-bialgebra (or quasi-Hopf algebra) object B in B. For such M, the Drinfeld
center can be reformulated as the category of Yetter-Drinfeld modules, while the
Hopf center consists of Hopf modules. In the case of the Drinfeld center, this is
well-known for Hopf algebras. A version for braided Hopf algebras is due to [33], and
a version for quasi-Hopf algebras in Vectk can be found in [32]. Working with strict
Hopf algebras (trivial 3-cycles) many formulas simplify as summarized in Section 3.1.
As preparation for the definition of the braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg double
requires working with two dually paired braided Hopf algebra C,B (see Section 1.7 for
the conventions used). We embed the Drinfeld and Hopf center into larger categories
of left C and right B-modules which satisfy compatibility conditions resembling those
of Yetter-Drinfeld (respectively Hopf) modules (see Section 3.2). We also discuss a
reformulation of Majid’s concept of weak quasitriangularity in 3.3. This concept is
needed to obtain the quantum groups as examples of braided Drinfeld doubles as in
[33].
To summarize, we give five formulations of the action of the relative Drinfeld
center on the relative Hopf center, for C,B dually paired Hopf algebras in B:
BiModBMpMreg,Mregq –ZBpMq–BopYDBpBqãÑCYDBpBq–DrinHpC,Bq-Mod
ý ý ý ý ý
BiModBMpMreg, regMtrivq–HBpMq– BopHBpBq ãÑ CHBpBq –HeisHpC,Bq-Mod
In Section 3.9, we consider the example of the quantum groups Uqpgq. In this
example, our result will give a categorical action of the category of Uqpgq-modules on
the category of Dqpgq-modules, which can be interpreted as a category of quantum
differential operators.
We now have a machinery to also define twisted braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg
doubles. There exist different concepts of twist in the literature which will appear
at different places in this exposition. To provide an overview:
• A (right) 2-cocycle twist of a Hopf algebra is a way of obtaining new algebras
Hσ from the datum of a (braided) Hopf algebra H together with a 2-cocycle
σ. This is used in 3.8 to twist the braided Drinfeld double, giving the braided
Heisenberg double.
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• The Drinfeld twist of a (quasi-)Hopf algebra goes back to [11]. It provides a
way to change the monoidal structure of a category of representations over a
quasi-bialgebra in an equivalent way by means of conjugation by an element F
of B bB (see e.g. [16, 31]). We include this concept in 4.2.
• A twisted version of the Drinfeld double of a group algebra can be found in
the literature (see e.g. [10, 32, 35]). Underlying its notion of twist is the idea
that a commutative bialgebra can be viewed as a quasi-bialgebra with respect
to any 3-cycle. From this point of view, twisted versions of commutative Hopf
algebras can be introduced in larger generality (see 4.2).
Applying the categorical action to the case of the twisted Hopf algebra kωrGs
of functions on a group, there is a categorical action of modules over the twisted
Drinfeld double DrinωpGq, which is the category of Gad-equivariant ω-twisted vector
bundles on the category of ω-twisted Greg-equivariant twisted vector bundles on G.
This is the topic of Section 4.3 which concludes this paper.
1.3. Hints on Reading this Paper
The basic structure of this paper is a transgression from category theory (Sec-
tion 2) to representation theory of algebras (Sections 3 and 4). The link is given by
braided reconstruction theory (Section 2.3).
The exposition is significantly easier if one works with strict monoidal categories
M (i.e. Hopf algebras via reconstruction theory). For the purpose of considering
twisted Drinfeld doubles, we include the formulas for the more general case of non-
strict monoidal categories and quasi-Hopf algebras. The readers only interested in
the strict case can safely skip to Section 3 and when looking up the relevant proofs
in Section 2 treat associativity and rigidity isomorphisms as identities.
Throughout Section 2, we find it most effective to do the proofs using graphical
calculus. This however requires to work with a strict monoidal base categories B
(while M may still be non-strict). We refer to Mac Lane’s coherence theorem to
justifying giving many proofs on this level. Often, in the proofs the computations
are not given in detail. It is an essential standing exercise in reading this paper to
always draw diagrams for all statements and proofs that come up.
If the reader is only interested in the Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles as (Hopf)
algebras, Section 3.5 is a good point to start. In this section, concrete examples are
provided as well.
1.4. Some Notational Conventions
In this paper, k always denotes a field. The category of finite-dimensional k-vector
spaces is denoted by Vectfdk , the category of possibly infinite-dimensional k-vector
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spaces by Vectk. We denote the symmetric monoidal category of (co)algebras in
Vectk by Alg (respectively CoAlg).
More generally, the concept of an algebra, AlgpMq, and coalgebra, CoAlgpMq,
and their modules can be defined in any monoidal categoryM. To illustrate the idea,
the multiplication is a morphism m : AbAÑ A inM. It satisfies associativity and
unitarity with respect to 1 : I Ñ A which is a morphism inM. These properties are
commutative squares and can be expressed inM. For more details on this approach
see e.g. [31, 9.2.11ff.] or [29]. Given an algebra (or coalgebra) object in a monoidal
categoryM, we denote the category of left A-modules (respectively comodules) inM
by A-ModpMq (respectively A-CoModpMq) and right A-modules by Mod-ApMq.
If M “ Vectk, we omit mentioning the category M and simply write A-Mod
(respectively A-CoMod).
Functors of monoidal categories are always strong monoidal (sometimes strict
monoidal). For compositions of morphisms or functors, we write f ˝ g simply as fg.
In the whole paper, B will denote a strict monoidal braided category1, with braiding
Ψ. The monoidal categoryM typically lives over B. That is, there exists a monoidal
(fiber) functor MÑ B. We do not require M to be strict monoidal itself.
1.5. Bialgebra and Hopf Algebra Objects
In order to define bialgebras and Hopf algebras, one needs a braided monoidal
category B with braiding Ψ. We will always treat the base category B as strict
monoidal. The categories AlgpBq and CoAlgpBq of algebra and coalgebra objects
then have a monoidal structure fibered over B. We denote the product on AbB by
mAbB for two algebra objects A, B in B. That is, mAbB “ pmAbmBqpIdAbΨA,B b
IdBq. Inductively, denote by mBbn the product on Bbn. Dually, we denote the
coalgebra structure on C b D for two coalgebras C, D in B by ∆CbD. We will
occasionally use the notation mk, for the map mpm b Idq . . . pm b Idq : Bbk`1 Ñ B
obtained by applying m k times.
In B, we can define bialgebra objects as simultaneous algebras and coalgebras
satisfying the bialgebra condition
∆m “ pmbmqpIdbΨb Idqp∆b∆q. (1.6)
We call a bialgebra (resp. Hopf algebra) object in B a braided bialgebra (or Hopf
algebra). In order for BiAlgpBq to be monoidal, a braiding is not sufficient, but
a symmetric monoidal structure is. However, the category B-ModpBq is monoidal
1For an introduction to braided monoidal categories see e.g. [18] or [31].
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using the comultiplication. It is important to use this more general definition to study
main examples such as the quantum groups (or more generally, Nichols algebras)
later. It is also important that we do not restrict ourselves to finite-dimensional
Hopf algebras over k.
1.6. Bialgebras vs. Quasi-Bialgebras
Let B be a bialgebra in B. Then the category B-ModpBq is strict monoidal with
fiber functor over Vectk. That is, the underlying morphisms in B of the associativity
transformation α : b pb ˆ Idq Ñ bpIdˆbq are identity morphisms. In some cases,
one requires a higher level of generality (for example, when working with twists of
Hopf algebras as in [13]) and wants to drop the assumption of M being strict. The
natural notion arising via reconstruction theory (see 2.3) is that of a quasi -bialgebra.
Following [32], we require that there exists an invertible element φ P BbBbB (the
coassociator) such that
mBbBbBpIdB b∆b φq∆ “ mBbBbBpφb∆b IdBq∆. (1.7)
Such an element φ needs to satisfy the 3-cycle condition of a non-abelian homology
theory (see e.g. [30, Section 6], [31, 2.3]):
mBbBbBpmBbBbB b IdBbBbBqp1b φb IdB b∆b IdB bφb 1qφ
“ mBbBbBpIdBbB b∆b∆b IdBbBqpφb φq (1.8)
The counitary property still holds as in the bialgebra case, given that pIdbε b
Idqφ “ 1 b 1. For a quasi-bialgebra B, the categories B-ModpBq (and Mod-BpBq,
B-CoModpBq, CoMod-BpBq) are monoidal.
If B is a (quasi)-Hopf algebra object in B, then B-ModpBq is rigid given that B
is rigid. That is, left dual objects exist2 and are denoted by V ˚ for V P B. That is for
example the case if B “ Vectfdk . For infinite-dimensional modules V , we can still give
the finite dual V ˝ “ tδv | v P V u a module structure, but there is no coevaluation
map. We observe that left dual objects are unique up to canonical isomorphism.
When working with quasi-Hopf algebras, the antipode axioms are valid only up
to elements a, b P H (cf. e.g. [20, XV.5], or Section 2.3 in the braided setting):
m2pS b ab Idq∆ “ a, and m2pIdbbb Sq∆ “ b. (1.9)
This requires the compatibility conditions
m5pIdbbb S b ab Idqφ “ 1, and m5pS b ab Idbbb Sqφ´1 “ 1, (1.10)
2See e.g. [31, Section 9.3].
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Figure 1.1: Dually paired Hopf algebras
with the coassociators. The formulas may be more clear when drawn as diagrams
(using graphical calculus) or using generalized Sweedler’s notation3. The notion of a
quasitriangular quasi-Hopf algebra is also spelled out in [31, 2.4]. We also include a
version for braided quasi-Hopf algebras in 2.3.
1.7. Dually Paired Hopf Algebras
Let B be a braided monoidal category with braiding Ψ (recall B is always treated
as strict monoidal in this paper). In this section, we want to discuss what notion
of dually paired Hopf algebras is suitable for our purposes in the remainder of the
paper. Unlike working in the category of finite dimensional vector spaces Vectk, a
dual may not necessarily exist in this more general setting. We assume that C,B are
braided Hopf algebras in B with a pairing, in the sense that there exists an evaluation
map ev : C bB Ñ I to the unit I in B compatible with the structure. This displays
C as the left (categorical) dual of B. That is, using graphical calculus4 the conditions
from Figure 1.1 hold. If C,B are Hopf algebras, then we further assume that the
antipodes are invertible and the duality evpS b Idq “ evpIdbSq holds.
Remark 1.7.1. Note that we do not restrict ourselves to treating finite-dimensional
Hopf algebras here. In particular, a coevaluation map coev : I Ñ B b C may not
exist as a morphism in B. In later applications, we use infinite-dimensional Hopf
algebras and their restricted duals, where the coevaluation map exists as a formal
power series rather than a linear map given that the pairing is perfect and dual bases
exist (3.6). The restricted dual of a Hopf algebra H is denoted by H˝ and consists of
those functions that vanish on a (two-sided) ideal of H of finite codimension. This
is not necessarily equal to the finite dual of an infinite-dimensional vector space and
the pairing is not necessarily perfect.
3We will stick to [32, Preliminaries]) for conventions about Sweedler’s notation (from [34]). We
will use these conventions, including the Einstein sum convention from Section 3 onward.
4We stick to the conventions of [31] about graphical calculus of Hopf algebra objects in B. The
drawings are created using inkscape.
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Remark 1.7.2. The situation for quasi-bialgebras is asymmetric. The dual of a
quasi-bialgebra has a multiplication which is not strictly associative.
Let us denote the braided category B with inverse braiding Ψ´1 by B. In B, the
categories B-ModpBq, B-CoModpBq of left (co)modules (and their right versions)
are monoidal. Given a dual pair B,C as above, we further observe that there exists
functors of monoidal categories
BΦ: B-CoModpBq Ñ copC-ModpBq, ΦC : CoMod-CpBq Ñ Mod-copBpBq.
Here, copC denotes C with co-opposite coproduct Ψ´1∆. This is a bialgebra (resp.
Hopf algebra) in the braided monoidal category B (with antipode S´1). The functor
BΦ maps a comodule with coaction δ : V Ñ BbV to V with action pevb IdqpIdbδq,
and ΦC is defined analogously. We find it helpful to check such statements using
graphical calculus, in which the braiding Ψ and its inverse Ψ´1 are denoted by
Ψ “ and Ψ´1 “ .
Note that if C,B are finite-dimensional, the functors BΦ and ΦC are part of equiv-
alences of categories. In general, this is not the case. If we restrict to situations in
which the braided monoidal category B admits a monoidal functor B Ñ Vectk to
vector spaces over a field k, then we can talk about the pairing ev being perfect. If
that is the case, the above functors will be fully faithful. In the general situation we
define the pairing to be perfect if the functors BΦ and ΦC are fully faithful.
Remark 1.7.3. The bialgebras copC and copB are dually paired in a different way
in B (see Figure 1.2). Here, it is important to distinguish whether we express a
functional identity in B or in B. In this example, the second term is expressed using
symbols in B, while the third term is the same expression written in B.
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“
(in B)
copC copB copB
copC copB copB
C B B
.
Figure 1.2: Pairing of co-opposite Hopf algebras
2. The Categorical Picture
In this section, we introduce the two main categories of interest in this paper in
purely categorical terms. The first one, the Drinfeld center ZpMq of a monoidal
category, is well known. The other one, the Hopf center HpMq is well-known in the
case where M “ H-Mod is the category of modules over an ordinary Hopf algebra
where it can be described as the category of Hopf modules over H. For the more
general case M “ H-ModpBq where B is a braided monoidal category and H a
bialgebra object in it, see e.g. [7]. We present a new description of HpMq as a
special case of a mixed Drinfeld center construction.
In the strict monoidal case, applying techniques from reconstruction theory, which
is a generalization of Tannaka-duality, one can recover certain categories C Ñ V ,
where V is monoidal, as module (or comodule) categories H-ModpVq Ñ V in the
category V . This is used later to describe the categories ZpMq andHpMq in the case
where M “ Mod-BpH-Modq for a bialgebra (or Hopf algebra) B in the braided
monoidal category H-Mod as module categories leading to the definition of the
braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles. For this, we need another description
of the categories ZpMq and HpMq for M “ B-ModpBq in terms of simultaneous
modules and comodules over B satisfying certain compatibility conditions, leading to
Yetter-Drinfeld and Hopf modules in 2.4. Finally, we give a categorical explanation
of different concepts of quasitriangularity of a braided Hopf algebra in 2.5.
2.1. Bimodules over Monoidal Categories
In this section, we discuss the 2-category of M-bimodule morphisms over a
monoidal category. This will later serve us to define relative Drinfeld and Heisenberg
centers in 2.2. One application is a natural strictification of a monoidal category (see
Corollary 2.1.6).
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We now work in the meta-2-category of categories Cat under suitable locally
smallness assumptions. This category is symmetric monoidal with respect to the
Cartesian product of categories denoted by ˆ. Let pM, b) be a monoidal cate-
gory (not necessarily strict, but strictly unital with unit object I). Such categories
can be thought of as unitary monoid objects in Cat. We denote the associativity
isomorphism by α : b pb ˆ Idq ùñ bpIdˆbq.
Recall that a braided monoidal category V is a monoidal category with a natural
isomorphism Ψ: b Ñ bop which satisfies the b-compatibilities
ΨVbW,X “ αX,V,W pΨV,X b IdW qα´1V,X,W pIdV bΨW,XqαV,W,X , (2.1)
ΨV,WbX “ α´1W,X,V pIdW bΨV,XqαW,V,XpΨV,W b IdXqα´1V,W,X . (2.2)
LetM and V be monoidal categories. We further recall that a monoidal functor
(or fiber functor)G : MÑ V is a functor such that there exists a natural isomorphism
µ “ µG : Gb „ùñ bpGˆGq,
which is compatible with the associativity isomorphism of M and V , i.e. for any
three objects X, Y and Z in M we have
αGpXq,GpY q,GpZqpµX,Y ˆ IdGpZqqµXbY,Z “ pIdGpXqˆµY,Z qµX,YbZGpαX,Y,Zq. (2.3)
Similarly to defining bimodules of unitary monoids (or rings), we can consider
the category BiModM ofM-bimodule objects in Cat. Objects are categories which
have a left and a right M-action which commute up to a coherent natural isomor-
phism. We usually denote the left action by Ź : MˆV Ñ V and the right action by
Ÿ : V ˆMÑ V . The action coherences are natural isomorphisms
χ : Ź pIdMˆŹq „ùñ Źpb ˆ IdVq, ŹpI ˆ IdVq “ IdV ,
ξ : Ÿ pŸ ˆ IdMq „ùñ ŸpIdV ˆbq, ŸpIdV ˆIq “ IdV .
Observe that the modules are considered to be strictly unital mainly to simplify
the exposition. The coherence commuting the left and right action is a natural
isomorphism
ζ : Ÿ pŹ ˆ IdMq „ùñ ŹpIdMˆŸq.
We require compatibilities between the coherences χ, ξ and ζ. Without spelling
them out in detail, the idea is that whenever two combinations of the functors b,
Ź and Ÿ can be transformed into one another using different combinations of the
transformations α, χ, ξ and ζ, then these different combinations have to be equal.
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This uses Mac Lane’s coherence theorem [25, VII.2] which shows that elementary
coherence axioms of minimal tensor order are sufficient to explain all coherences.
Morphisms in the category BiModM commute with the left and right actions
up to coherent natural isomorphism. That is, a functor F : V Ñ W is a morphism
of bimodules if there exist natural isomorphisms
ρF : FŸ „ùñ ŸpF ˆ IdMq, λF : FŹ „ùñ ŹpIdMˆF q.
We often just write ρ, λ if only one morphism F is considered. These again have to
be compatible with the natural isomorphisms α, χ, ξ and ζ.
The category BiModM has the structure of a 2-category. 2-morphisms are nat-
ural transformations τ : F ñ G of module morphisms which commute with the
bimodule coherences, i.e. ρGτŸ “ pŸpτ ˆ IdIdMqqρF : FŸ ñ ŸpG ˆ IdMq and
λGτŹ “ pŹpIdIdM ˆτqqλF : FŹ ñ ŹpIdMˆGq. It is helpful to write these condi-
tions as commutative diagrams for any object pX,Mq P V ˆM:
F pX ŸMq τXŸM > GpX ŸMq
F pXq ŸM
pρF qX,M_ ŸpτXˆIdM q
> GpXq ŸM,
pρGqX,M_
F pM ŹXq τMŹX > GpM ŹXq
M Ź F pXq
pλF qM,X_ ŹpIdM ˆτXq
>M ŹGpXq.
pλGqM,X_
Example 2.1.1.
(i) The regular M-bimodule Mreg is defined using b : M bM ÑM as module
structure (both left and right), and ξ “ α, χ “ α´1, ζ “ α as structure maps.
(ii) The trivial M-bimodule on M is given by X Ź Y “ Y and X Ÿ Y “ Y ,
and trivial action on morphisms too. We say that this bimodule is obtained
by pulling the regular bimodule structure back along the functor I : M Ñ
M (factoring through the terminal and initial monoidal category I with one
element and morphism). Here, ξ “ χ “ ζ “ Id.
(iii) More generally, for any pair of functors G1, G2 : M Ñ V , we can give V a
M-bimodule structure G1VG2 where the left action is induced by pulling the
regular bimodule structure on V back along G1, i.e. X Ź V “ G1pXq b V, and
the right action is induced by G2 in the same way. For µi : Gipbq ñ bpGiˆGiq,
we have
χ :“ pµ´1G1 b IdqαV , ξ : “ pIdbµ´1G2qpαVq´1, ζ :“ αV .
Lemma 2.1.2. Let V be anM-bimodule. Then BiModMpV ,Vq is a strict monoidal
category via composition of functors and composition of structure maps, i.e.
ρψφA,B “ ρψφpAq,BψpρφA,Bq, λψφA,B “ λψφpAq,BψpλφA,Bq.
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Lemma 2.1.3. The category BiModMpMreg,Mregq is braided monoidal with braid-
ing Ψψ,φ given for an object A of M by
ψφpAq “ ψφpAbIq ψpλ
φ
A,IqÝÑ ψpAbφpIqq ρ
ψ
A,φpIqÝÑ ψpAqbφpIq λ
φ
ψpAq,IÝÑ φpψpAqbIq “ φψpAq.
Lemma 2.1.4. Consider an M-bimodule structure on M itself where either the left
or the right action is given by the regular action and denote this bimodule by M1.
Then the functor
F : BiModMpM1,M1q ÑM, φ ÞÑ φpIq
is monoidal.
Proof. Assume that the left M-action of M1 is regular. Then for two morphisms of
bimodules φ, ψ : M1 ÑM1,
ψφpIq “ ψpφpIq b Iq “ ψpφpIq Ź Iq λ
ψ
φpIq,IÝÑ φpIq Ź ψpIq “ φpIq b ψpIq
is an isomorphism showing that F is monoidal.
Lemma 2.1.5. For any monoidal category where I is a terminal object, the functor
F from Lemma 2.1.4 is part of an equivalence of categories
BiModMpIdMMI , IdMMIq –M.
Proof. We define the inverse Ind: M Ñ BiModMpIdMMI , IdMMIq by mapping an
object X to the functor IndpXq given by
Y ÞÑ IndpXqpY q :“ Y bX “ Y ŹX.
For morphisms, we use the transformation IndpF qX :“ IdX bf . The structure trans-
formations are
λ
IndpXq
A,B :“ χ´1A,B,X : IndpXqpAŹBq Ñ AŹ IndpXqpBq,
ρ
IndpXq
A,B :“ IdAbX : IndpXqpAŸBq Ñ IndpXqpAq ŸB.
In order to show that the two constructions are mutually inverse to each other,
we first show that for any φ : IdMMI Ñ IdMMI , ρX,Y “ IdφpXq. For this, consider
the square
φppX Ÿ Y q ŸXq ρXŸY,Z> φpX Ÿ Y q Ÿ Z ρX,YŸZ> pφpXq Ÿ Y q Ÿ Z
φpX Ÿ pY b Zqq
Id_
ρX,YbZ
> φpXq Ÿ pY b Zq.
Id_
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This square commutes by the coherence between ρ and ξ (which is Id in this case).
Thus we obtain that
ρX,ZρX,Y “ ρXŸY,ZρX,YŸZ “ ρX,YbZ . (2.4)
Hence, as these are isomorphisms, ρX,I “ IdφpXq. Further, using the naturality square
of ρ in the second component, we obtain that ρX,Y “ ρX,Y 1 whenever there exists a
morphism f : Y Ñ Y 1. Under the assumption that I is terminal, we always have an
isomorphism X Ñ I and hence λ “ Id.
Returning to the proof of the equivalence, it is clear that F Ind “ IdM. We claim
that λ´,I : Id Ñ IndF is a natural isomorphism. As λ “ Id, it remains to check that
the square
φpX Ź Y q λX,Y > X Ź φpY q
IndpφpIqqpX Ź Y q
“ pX b Y q Ź φpIq
λXbY,I
_
χ´1
X,Y,φpIq
>
X Ź IndpφpIqqpY q
“ X Ź pY Ź φpIq
XbλY,I
_
commutes. But this follows from the coherence of χ and λ.
It is not strictly necessary to assume that I is terminal. It is sufficient that the
graph of the category (objects as vertices, morphisms as edges) is connected. If, for
example, M “ B-ModpBq for B a quasi-Hopf algebra object in B, then M has I
as terminal object provided that B does. If M is additive, then the graph of the
category is connected (via the zero morphisms). Note that
BiModMpIdMMI , IdMMIq – ModMpMreg,Mregq –M
by the Lemma. The result can be interpreted as the following strictification:
Corollary 2.1.6. Any monoidal category M with connected graph is equivalent to
a strict monoidal category.
Proof. We use the equivalence of Lemma 2.1.5. By Lemma 2.1.2, the monoidal
category BiModMpIdMMI , IdMMIq is strict.
Example 2.1.7. If M is a monoidal category with connected graph, then
BiModMpIMI , IMIq – FunpM,Mq.
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This can be seen using the observation in the proof of Lemma 2.1.5 showing that
under the given assumption on M, ρ “ λ “ Id. Hence any functor is a bimodule
morphism for the trivial bimodule.
Let us fix an M-bimodules V and consider the category of bimodule morphisms
BiModMpMreg,Vq. To represent the data of a morphism G : Mreg Ñ V in a more
compact way, denote the image GpIq of the b-unit I by V . Then it is sufficient –
by Proposition 2.1.8 below – to consider the composite coherence (called centralizing
isomorphism)
cX :“ V ŸX ρ
´1
I,XÑ GpI bXq “ GpXq “ GpX b Iq λX,IÑ GpXq b V,
for any object X ofM. The natural isomorphism obtained this way will be denoted
by c : V Ÿ IdM Ñ IdMŹV . Note that pV, cq is monoidal in the sense that
cXbY “ χX,Y pcX b IdY qζX,V,Y pcX b IdY qξ´1X,Y . (2.5)
A morphism ofM-bimodules, ϑ : pV, cV q Ñ pW, cW q gives a morphism ϑ : V Ñ W
satisfying that the square
V bGpXq ϑbId>W bGpXq
GpXq b V
cV,X_
Idbϑ
> GpXq bW
cW,X_
commutes for any object X of M.
We denote the set of such natural isomorphisms c : V Ÿ IdM Ñ IdMŹV obeying
the b-compatibility (2.5) by IsombpV Ÿ IdM, IdMŹV q. We use the notation
IsombpV Ÿ IdM, IdMŹVq (2.6)
to denote the category of pairs pV, cq, where V varies over the objects V P V , intro-
duced above.
Proposition 2.1.8. There is an equivalence of categories
IsombpV Ÿ IdM, IdMŹVq – BiModMpMreg,Vq
Proof. First, we show that given a morphism ofM-bimodules G : Mreg Ñ V , we can
recover the data of G, ρG and λG from the pair pV, cq. We can set G1 :“ X Ź V .
Then G1 – G via ρ´1X,I . We can recover λX,Y as
χ´1X,Y,V : G
1pX b Y q “ pX b Y q Ź V Ñ X Ź pY Ź V q “ X ŹG1pXq.
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The natural isomorphism ρX,Y can be recovered from pV, cq by considering the com-
posite ζ´1X,Y pX Ź cY qχ´1X,Y .
One checks that, given any pair pV, cq as above, the procedure described in the
first part gives an M-bimodule morphism GpV,cq. Clearly, GpV,cqpIq “ V and if we
apply the above procedure to define the centralizing isomorphism, we recover c. The
requirement of pV, cq being monoidal implies the required compatibilities of ρ and
λ.
Remark 2.1.9. If B andM are additive, abelian or k-linear, then these properties
are inherited by the categories BiModMpV ,Wq.
In the next section, bimodule categories will be used to define different kinds of
centers of monoidal categories.
2.2. Mixed Relative Drinfeld Centers
The Drinfeld center is a canonical way of associating a braided monoidal cate-
gory to a monoidal category M. It can be defined, using the work of the previous
subsection, via Hom-sets of M-bimodules.
Definition 2.2.1. Let G : MÑ V be a monoidal functor. Then V is aM-bimodule
using the functor G, i.e. for objects M PM, V P V , we have M Ź V :“ GpMq b V .
The right action is defined analogously and the resultingM-bimodule is denoted by
VG. We say that the action on VG is induced by pullback of the regular bimodule
structure on V along G. This is GVG from Example 2.1.1.
The Drinfeld center of M with respect to G is defined as
ZGpMq :“ IsombpV bG,Gb Vq.
The special case G “ Id : M Ñ M is denoted by ZpMq and referred to as the
Drinfeld center of M. That is, ZpMq “ IsombpMb IdM, IdMbMq.
We want to emphasize two special cases that will be the main categories of
interest in this paper: One is the Drinfeld center ZpMq which is equivalent to
BiModMpMreg,Mregq by 2.1.8. To define the other one, the Hopf center HpMq, we
have to generalize the definition of the Drinfeld center in two different ways. On one
hand, we will provide an appropriate relative setting with respect to a fiber functor
F : MÑ B. On the other hand, we will allow to use two functors G1 and G2 instead
of just one. This however leads to the loss of monoidacity.
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Setting 2.2.2. First, we generalize to the setting over a braided monoidal category.
Namely, we will always consider the monoidal category M together with a fiber
functor F : MÑ B where B is a braided monoidal category, which has a left section
P : B ÑM such that there exists τ : FP „ùñ IdB. We assume that τ is a monoidal
natural transformation.
Further, we will consider mixed centers. For this we assume given two monoidal
functors G1, G2 : M Ñ V which factor through the fiber functor F , i.e. for i “ 1, 2
we have commutative diagrams of functors
M
V F 1 >
Gi
< B.
F
>
Note that for any monoidal category, we can always consider it over the trivial
braided monoidal category I with one element and one morphism. As this is both
terminal and initial, we have unique functors T : M Ñ I and I : I Ñ M, and
τ “ IdI : PF – IT .
Definition 2.2.3. In the same setting as above, the mixed relative Drinfeld center
of M over B w.r.t. G1, G2 is defined to be
G1ZG2B pMq :“ IsombB pV bG2, G1 b Vq,
where IsombB pV b G2, G1 b Vq is the full subcategory of IsombpV b G2, G1 b Vq on
objects pV, cq of IsombpV bG2, G1 b V q which are pF, P q-admissible. That is,
ΨF 1pV q,X “ pτX ˆ IdF 1pV qqµF 1G1P pXq,V F 1pcP pXqqpµF
1
V,G2P pXqq´1pIdF 1pV qˆτ´1X q,
for each object X of B, where Ψ is the braiding on B. Note that we use F 1Gi “ F
for i “ 1, 2 for these compositions to be well-defined.
If G “ G1 “ G2, then we denote ZGB pMq :“ GZGB pMq and refer to it as the
relative Drinfeld center of M over B. If even G1 “ G2 “ IdM, then we denote
ZBpMq :“ Z IdMB pMq
and refer to it as the Drinfeld center of M over B.
We are mainly interested in the case where G1 “ G2 “ IdM and F “ F 1 strictly
monadic. In this situation, pF, P q-admissible means that the underlying morphism of
the braiding with an object in the image of the functor P is the same as the braiding
in B. As special cases, we recover ZGpMq as defined in 2.2.1 as ZGpI,IqpMq.
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Example 2.2.4. Let M “ Mod-BpBq with P “ triv the functor giving an object
of B the trivial module structure, F the forgetful functor. Consider the category
ZtrivB pMq. This category consists of objects pV, δq, where V is a right B-module and
δ is a left Bop-comodule, such that the action and coaction commute. Here, δ is
obtained as cBpIdB b1q from the commutativity isomorphism.
If, to specify further, B is a finite-dimensional bialgebra over k, then ZtrivB pMq is
equivalent to the category of modules over the bialgebra B˚ bB.
Remark 2.2.5. If B “ Vectk for a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, many authors do
not impose the admissibility condition as under certain representability conditions
(e.g. M “ B-Mod), any object in the center will be admissible for F being the
forgetful functor and P “ triv the functor mapping a vector space to the trivial
B-module on it. See e.g. [32, Lemma 2.1] for such a proof, which relies on the
existence of elements in a vector space. In our general setting, elements of objects
do not exist, hence the admissibility assumption. This condition is a generalization
of the assumption used in [7, Section 3.6].
At the general level, admissibility will be crucial in the proof of Proposition 2.4.7
which is the main result of Section 2.4 where we describe the centers in terms of
Yetter-Drinfeld and Hopf modules.
We can apply this more general definition to the pair of functors G1 “ IdM, and
G2 “ PF . The second center of interest in this paper can now be defined.
Definition 2.2.6. We define the relative Hopf center for G : MÑ V to be
HGB pMq :“ GZGPFB pMq.
In particular, the Hopf center of M over B is
HBpMq :“ HIdMB pMq.
In Section 3, we explore the relationship between the categories ZpMq andHpMq
in the case where M “ Mod-BpH-Modq is a category of right modules over a
bialgebra (or Hopf algebra) B P H-Mod, where H-Mod is braided monoidal, using
techniques from reconstruction theory. In this case, we have a fiber functor to Vectk,
and P “ triv is the functor mapping a vector space to the trivial B-module. We
can proof the structural results about the Drinfeld and Hopf center at the level of
generality of this section which is often easier. For instance, we show that the relative
Drinfeld center has a natural monoidal structure6 and that ZBpMq is braided.
6One can give the category HGB pMq a monoidal structure which is not compatible with the
forgetful functor, see e.g. [7] in the case M “Mod-BpBq by taking relative tensor products bB .
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Proposition 2.2.7. For any monoidal functor G : M Ñ V, we can give ZGB pMq a
monoidal structure by setting pV, cV q b pW, cW q :“ pV bW, cVbW q, where
cVbW :“ αGpXq,V,W pcV ˆ IdW qα´1V,GpXq,W pIdV ˆcW qαV,W,GpXq. (2.7)
By construction, there is a strict monoidal functor ZGB pMq ÑM.
Proof. This is shown by straightforward but lengthy checking of the axioms and
compatibilities. The associativity isomorphism in ZGB pMq is just the associativity
isomorphism of M, which can be checked to be compatible with the centralizing
isomorphisms of threefold tensor products.
Next, we have to check that CVbW is monoidal in the sense of 2.5. The proof of
this requires repeated application of naturality of cV , cW to ∆, the hexagonal axioms
for α, and naturality of α with respect to cV and cV .
The main advantage of the Drinfeld center is that it is braided.
Proposition 2.2.8. The category ZBpMq has a braiding defined by
Ψ “ ΨpV,cV q,pW,cW q :“ cVW : pV bW, cVbW q Ñ pW b V, cWbV q,
for objects pV, cV q and pW, cW q in ZBpMq.
Proof. This follows by applying naturality of cV to the morphisms cWX for any object
X of M. Indeed, this gives that cVWbXpIdV ˆcWX q “ pcWX ˆ IdV qcVWbX . Now we
use the monadicity of c as in (2.5) twice giving the required commutative square.
It is clear that the tensor product of two pF, P q-admissible objects is again pF, P q-
admissible.
We define the category BiModBMpMreg, G1VG2q as the full subcategory of bimod-
ulesMreg Ñ G1VG2 that corresponds to IsombpVbG2, G1bVq under the equivalence
of Proposition 2.1.8.
Theorem 2.2.9. There is an equivalence of monoidal categories
BiModBMpMreg,VGq – ZGB pMq,
where BiModBMpMreg,VGq is a monoidal category via composition of functors. If
VG “Mreg, this is an equivalence of braided monoidal categories.
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Proof. Recall that by Proposition 2.1.8 there is an equivalence of categories for the
larger categories without the pF, P q-admissibility requirement. The left hand side is
by definition the subcategory corresponding to pF, P q-admissible objects under this
equivalence. To show that the monoidal structure defined in 2.2.7 corresponds to the
monoidal structure of composition of functors on the left hand side, observe that for
φ, ψ : VG Ñ VG, the commutativity isomorphism of the composition φψ is given by
cφψX “ pλφqX,ψpIqψppλψqX,Iqψppρ´1ψ qI,Xqpρ´1φ qψpIq,X . (2.8)
In 2.1.8 we saw that for φ corresponding to pV, cq and ψ corresponding to pW,dq, we
have φpψpIqq “ φpW q “ V bW , and ρ´1 is given by α working with the regular
action for simplicity. Using these equalities, we find
cφψX “ pλφqX,ψpIqpφpIdX bcψXqqpρ´1φ qψpIq,X “ cVbWX , (2.9)
comparing with the definition of the monoidal structure in ZGB pMq from 2.2.7. The
fact that the braidings are related in the special case VG “Mreg can be checked by
a similar calculation.
Note that the monoidal category BiModBMpMreg,Mregq is strict as composition
of functors is strictly associative, and the additional datum of compositions of the
transformations ρ and λ is strictly associative too. However, the reinterpretation of
the data of bimodule morphisms as pairs pV, cq yields a non-strict monoidal category
if M is not strict.
Theorem 2.2.9 gives an easy way to find module categories over ZBpMq from
bimodule categories over M. The resulting categorical actions is the main topic of
this section and will be reinterpreted in various reformulations of the braided Drinfeld
and Heisenberg double in the course of this paper. The general statement is:
Corollary 2.2.10. Let V be an M-bimodule. Then there exists a natural action by
composition of functors
Ź : ZBpMq ˆBiModMpMreg,Vq ÝÑ BiModMpMreg,Vq.
In particular, for V, Gi as in 2.2.2, this restricts to an action
Ź : ZBpMq ˆ G1ZG2B pMq ÝÑ G1ZG2B pMq.
Proof. The first statement follows by using the action of BiModBMpMreg,Mregq on
BiModMpMreg,Vq by composition and relating it to the Drinfeld center by 2.2.9.
Note that there is no dependence on B in this statement. For the second part, it
is easy to check that the action obtained as a special case of the first statement,
restricts to the pF, P q-admissible subcategory BiModBMpMop, G1VG2q.
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Given that V has (left) duals (that, is the category V is rigid), we can show that
the relative Drinfeld centers inherit the same structure.
Proposition 2.2.11. Let V be a rigid category. Then the center ZGB pMq is rigid
with the dual of an object pV, cq given by V ˚ with commutativity isomorphism
c˚X :“ pevV ˆ Idqpα´1 ˆ IdV ˚qpIdˆpcVXq´1 ˆ Idqpα ˆ Idqα´1pIdV ˚bGpXqˆ coevV q.
(2.10)
The coevaluation and evaluation morphisms are given by the respective maps in M.
Proof. Note first that a monoidal structure is necessary to talk about rigidity of a
category. Hence the restriction G1 “ G2. Now c˚ is a well defined natural transfor-
mation V ˚bGÑ GbV ˚. It is easy to see that c˚ is b-compatible and thus pV ˚, c˚q
gives an element of ZGpMq. Moreover evV and coevV commute with c b c˚ and
c˚ b c. We will sketch in more detail how commutativity with evV can be proved.
This will be straightforward after proving that
pevV b IdXqα´1V ˚,V,XpIdV ˚ bc´1X qαV ˚,X,V “ pIdX b evV qαX,V ˚,V pc˚X b IdV q. (2.11)
Starting from the right hand side of the equation, using the definition of c˚, we
extract the expression pIdV b evV qα´1pcoevV b IdV q. This is done using naturality
of α´1 in coev, ev or c´1X and the hexagonal axioms. This expression equals IdV by
rigidity of M.
It remains to check that the dual (according to Proposition 2.2.11) of an ad-
missible object is admissible again. For this, note that for any X of B and pF, P q-
admissible pV, cq in the center, we have that F pc´1P pXqq can be expressed in terms
of the inverse braiding and structural isomorphisms. From this we can conclude
admissibility of pV ˚, c˚q.
The next lemma shows how to extract the inverse of the centralizing isomorphism
from the definition of the dual.
Lemma 2.2.12. If M has duals, then the inverse can be described using the defini-
tion of the dual as
c´1X “ pIdbpIdb evqqpIdV bαqpIdbc˚X b IdqpIdV bα´1qαV,V ˚,XbV pcoevb IdXbV q.
(2.12)
Proof. Key in the proof is to use (2.11). We first extract the right hand side of this
equation in the right hand side of the claim. After applying (2.11), we use naturality
of α´1 in c´1X and coev as well as the hexagonal axioms to transform the resulting
composition of maps into
ppIdV b evV q b IdXqpα b IdXqppcoevb IdV q b IdXqc´1X “ c´1X .
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In fact, one can show that if M has right duals, then these can be used to show
that every natural transformation V b IdM Ñ IdM is automatically invertible. This
fact will be used in Section 2.4. For this, recall that the right dual ˚V for an object V
ofM is an object together with morphisms ev1V : V b˚V Ñ I and coev1V : I Ñ ˚V bV ,
such the axioms
pev1V b IdV qα´1V,˚V,V pIdV b coev1V q “ IdV , (2.13)
pId˚V b ev1V qα˚V,V,˚V pcoev1V b Id˚V q “ Id˚V , (2.14)
are satisfied.
Lemma 2.2.13. Let M have right duals. Then for pV, cq P ZBpMq,
c´1X “ pev1b IdVbXqα´1pIdbαqpIdX bc˚X b Id˚XqpIdbα´1qpIdX bpV b coev1Xqq.
(2.15)
Proof. Applying the hexagonal axiom and naturality of α´1 in coev1 and cX we obtain
cXpev1b IdVbXqpα´1qpIdbαqpIdX bc˚X b Id˚XqpIdbα´1qpIdX bpV b coev1Xqq
“pev1b Idqpα´1 b Idqα´1pIdbα´1qpIdXb˚X bcXq
pIdbαqpIdX bc˚X b Id˚XqpIdbα´1qpIdX bpV b coev1Xqq.
Applying first the definition of the monoidal rule (2.5) and naturality of c˚X in coev
1,
followed by the right dual axioms this expression becomes
pev1b Idqpα´1 b Idqα´1pIdX bc˚XbXqpIdXbV b coev1q
“ppev1X b IdXq b IdV qpα´1 b IdV qppIdX b coev1Xq b IdV q “ IdXbV .
At this general level, we can show that the relative Drinfeld center acts on the
relative Hopf center. We will later use this result to obtain twisting results on the
level of algebras (cf. 3.8).
Theorem 2.2.14. There is a left action of the monoidal category ZGB pMq on HGB pMq
defined by pV, cq Ź pW,dq “ pV bW,dVŹW q, where
cVŹW : “ αGpXq,V,W pcX ˆ IdW qα´1V,GpXq,W pIdV ˆdXq, (2.16)
for pV, cq P ZGpMq and pW,dq P HGV pMq.
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Proof. This is a special case of Corollary 2.2.10, using the translation under Propo-
sition 2.1.8 and the monoidal equivalence Theorem 2.2.9.
The result can also easily be seen directly using the monoidal structure introduced
in (2.2.7). The left action isomorphism χ will simply be the associativity isomorphism
α in V . It is clear that with this action, the resulting object will again be pF, P q-
admissible.
In particular, there is a natural action Ź : ZBpMq ˆHBpMq Ñ HBpMq.
Remark 2.2.15. If M, V , B and all functors carry additional structure such as
being additive, abelian (with left or right exact functors), or k-linear, then these
structures are inherited by the mixed relative Drinfeld centers. The constructions
discussing in this section however work in the generality of braided monoidal category
without such structures. In Section 3 a k-linear setting is used.
2.3. Braided Reconstruction Theory
We now recall a categorical reconstruction theorem which generalizes Tannaka-
Krein duality – which is classically stated in the setting of a monoidal category
C over Vectk – to the setting of a monoidal functor F : C Ñ B where B is any
braided monoidal category which we tread as strictly monoidal (identifying all ways
of setting the brackets), but keep track of the associativity isomorphisms in C. We
assume that the functor F is strictly monoidal7. More details about this can be
found in [31, Section 9.4.2] (or [29, 3.2] for a comodule version) for the braided Hopf
algebra case, and for the quasi-Hopf algebra case (but not braided) see [27, Section 2]
for a comodule version.
In order to state the reconstruction theorem, we need to assume certain repre-
sentability conditions on the functor F : C Ñ B. The basic assumption is that the
functor NatCp´ b F, F q : Bop Ñ Set is representable. This means there exists an
object B P B such that
NatCpV b F, F q – HomBpV,Bq, @V P B. (2.17)
For example, if B “ Vectk, C “ B-Mod and F the forgetful functor, we have
NatB-ModpF, F q – NatB-Modpk b F, F q – HomVectkpk,Bq – B,
recovering B. To recover classical Tannaka-Krein duality, one considers the vector
space NatB-ModpF, F q for C Ñ Vectfdk under suitable assumptions (see e.g. [9]).
7Dropping this assumption leads to weak quasi-Hopf algebras. A reconstruction theorem for
such objects can be found in [17].
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Theorem 2.3.1. Let F : C Ñ B be a functor satisfying (2.17) with respect to some
object B in B. Then B is an algebra object in B and F factors as C Ñ B-ModpBq FÑ
B where F is the forgetful functor.
The object B is universal in the following sense: If B is another such algebra
object in B, then there exists a unique morphism B1 Ñ B such that the induced
pullback functor B-ModpBq Ñ B1-ModpBq makes the diagram
C
B-ModpBq >< B1-ModpBq
>
B <
>
(2.18)
commute.
Proof (Sketch). Indeed, the natural transformation σ : B bF Ñ F corresponding to
IdB under (2.17) gives an action of H on each object F pXq for X P C. The product
map B bB Ñ B corresponds to the natural transformation given by
σXpIdB bσXq : B bB b F pXq Ñ F pXq,
for X P C. The unit is given by the natural transformation I bF Ñ F of the unit of
the monoidal structure of B. The morphism σX gives any object X of C a B-modules
structure, which we will sometimes denote by Ź.
In order to obtain more structure on B, we need to assume more structure on
C and that this structure is preserved by the functor F . In addition, we will need
higher representabilities. Given a morphism β : V Ñ Bbn we can define a natural
transformation θnV pβq as the composition
V b F pX1q b . . .b F pXnq βbId > Bbn b F pX1q b . . .b F pXnq
F pX1q b . . .b F pXnq
θnV pβq_
<
σX1b...bσXn B b F pX1q b . . .bB b F pXnq,
_ (2.19)
where the right vertical arrow is obtained by the braiding in B.
Definition 2.3.2. We say that a functor F : C Ñ B is higher representable if the
functors NatpV bFbn, Fbnq are representable for n ě 0 by the object Bbn such that
a morphism β corresponds to θnV pβq.
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This condition says that the representing object B for NatpV b F, F q induces
representability of NatpV b Fbn, Fbnq by Bbn. This condition is not automatic in
general. In a classical Tannaka-Krein duality setting, working with B “ Vectfdk , it
will be automatically satisfied.
Theorem 2.3.3. Let F : M Ñ B be a monoidal functor (not necessarily strict)
satisfying the higher representability conditions for some object B P B. Then B is a
universal quasi-bialgebra object in B such that F factors as MÑ B-ModpBq FÑ B.
Proof. The coproduct ∆ is the morphism B Ñ B b B corresponding to the natural
transformation δ : B b F 2 Ñ F 2 defined by δX,Y “ σXbY . For the counit, we define
Fb0 to be the constant functor I with image the unit object I in B. The data of
a natural transformation V b Fb0 Ñ Fb0 consists of only one morphism V Ñ I.
The counit is defined to be the morphism aI : B Ñ I. The 3-cycle φ : I Ñ Bb3
corresponds to the natural transformation F pαX,Y,Zq, coming from the associativity
isomorphism in M. The quasi-coassociativity of ∆ now follows (under translation
with use of the higher representability condition) from the commutativity of the
square
B b F ppX b Y q b Zq IdB bF pαX,Y,Zq> B b F pX b pY b Zqq
F ppX b Y q b Zq
σpXbY qbZ_
F pαX,Y,Zq
> F pX b pY b Zqq,
σXbpYbZq_ (2.20)
for object X, Y, Z ofM, which uses naturality of σ. Moreover, the hexagonal axiom
translates to the 3-cycle condition. The proof that ∆ is an algebra homomorphism
in B uses naturality of the braiding (see [31, Figure 9.16(b)]). Note that also for
quasi-bialgebras, ∆ is an algebra homomorphism, i.e. the bialgebra condition holds
strictly (not up to isomorphism).
If we assume even more structure on the category M and B, we obtain more
structure on the representing bialgebra B. We will need the following preliminary
observation regarding the interplay of left and right duals in B:
Lemma 2.3.4. If B is a braided monoidal category (with associativity isomorphism
α) which is rigid (i.e. left duals exist). Then the left dual of an object V is also a
right dual.
Proof. Recall that a right dual ˚V for an object V of B is an object together with
morphisms ev1V : V b ˚V Ñ I and coev1V : I Ñ ˚V b V , such that (2.13) is satisfied.
Using the braiding on B, we define ev1V :“ evV Ψ´1, and coev1V :“ Ψ coevV . This
gives V ˚ the structure of a right dual.
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In order to recover the antipode of B, we need to assume the existence of a
natural duality isomorphism dX : F pXq˚ Ñ F pX˚q. If M is strict (α “ Id), then
dX “ pevF pXqb IdF pX˚qqpIdF pXq˚ bF pcoevXqq. We require that the compatibility
condition dXbY “ dY b dX of the monoidal structure with the duality holds.
We say the functor F is rigid if d exists, and for the evaluation and coevaluation
morphisms in M, the conditions
evM “ evF pXqpdX b Idq, coevM “ pIdbd´1X q coevF pXq, (2.21)
are satisfied for any object X of M.
Theorem 2.3.5.
(a) Let B be rigid. Then M and the functor F are rigid if and only if the repre-
senting object B is a quasi-Hopf algebra object in B.
(b) Let B be a braided monoidal and rigid. ThenM has left and right duals on the
same object, and F is rigid, if and only if S has an invertible antipode.
(c) Let B be braided monoidal. Then M is braided monoidal if and only if we
can define a second coproduct ∆cop (see Definition 2.3.7) and a universal R-
matrix turning B into a quasitriangular quasi-bialgebra (respectively quasi-Hopf
algebra if we are in case (a)) in B.
In the following, we will explore these structures more concretely and sketch the
proofs. For part (a), we first define the map a as the map I Ñ B corresponding to
the natural isomorphism
pIdbF pevXqqpIdbdX b IdqpcoevF pXqb Idq,
while b is defined using
pIdb evF pXqqpIdbd´1X b IdqpF pcoevXq b Idq.
This implies that
F pevF pXqq “ evF pXqpIdbσXqpIdbab Idq, (2.22)
F pcoevF pXqq “ σX b Idpbb IdF pXqbF pXq˚q coevF pXq . (2.23)
The dual action is defined as σX˚ :“ d´1X σX˚pIdbdXq. We then define the antipode as
the morphism S : B Ñ B corresponding to the natural transformation B b F Ñ F
defined for an object X of M as
pIdb evF pXqqpIdbd´1X qpIdF pXqbσX˚ b IdqpΨb dX b IdqpIdB b coevF pXqb IdF pXqq.
(2.24)
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That is, translating the action σX˚ on the dual to an action on F pXq using conjuga-
tion by dX . We directly derive a formula for translating between the action on F pXq
and the dual action:
evF pXqpŹ˚ b IdF pXqq “ evF pXqpIdbŹqpΨb IdF pXqqpS b IdF pX˚qbF pXqq. (2.25)
We can now easily proof the antipode axioms (1.9). We also check directly that
the duality conditions in H-ModpBq are equivalent to the conditions (1.10). This
completes the proof that having an antipode for B is equivalent to the existence of
left duals in M via reconstruction.
For part (b), we need the following Lemma regarding the antialgebra and coal-
gebra morphism properties of the antipode.
Lemma 2.3.6. The antipode S satisfies
Sm “ mΨpS b Sq, ∆S “ pS b SqΨ∆. (2.26)
If an inverse S´1 exists, then it satisfies
S´1m “ mΨ´1pS´1 b S´1q, ∆S´1 “ pS´1 b S´1qΨ´1∆. (2.27)
Proof. It is an exercise to adapt the proof of [31, Figure 9.14] to quasi-Hopf algebras.
This proof uses (1.10) for φ´1.
Using this Lemma, we can further observe conditions on S´1 which are equivalent
to the antipode axioms (1.9):
m2pIdbab S´1qΨ´1∆ “ aε, m2pS´1 b bb IdqΨ´1∆ “ bε. (2.28)
We now turn to the proof of (b): In Lemma 2.3.4, we saw that B has right duals.
Given that the antipode S is invertible, we can use the left duals in M to define
right duals. The right dual ˚F pXq is defined to be F pXq˚ with (co)evaluation maps
ev1 “ evpIdbσqpIdbS´1ab IdqΨ´1, (2.29)
coev1 “ Ψpσ b IdqpS´1bb Idq coev . (2.30)
It is not hard to check that the maps ev1F pXq, coev
1
F pXq give the left dual F pXq˚ a
right dual structure. The proofs use Lemma 2.3.6 and Lemma 2.3.4.
Conversely, given right duals ˚X inM on the same objects, we view the natural
transformation dX as dX :
˚F pXq Ñ F p˚Xq. We then apply reconstruction to the
natural transformation
pIdb evF pXqqpIdbd´1X b IdqpIdbσ˚XqpΨ´1 b dX b IdF pXqqpIdB b coevF pXqb IdF pXqq,
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“S dX
d-1X
,
“
d-1X
dXS-1
Figure 2.1: Antipode reconstruction
evlM “ a , coevlM “ b , evrM “
S-1
a , coevrM “ S
-1
b
.
Figure 2.2: Duals of left modules
to give a map S 1 : B Ñ B. If we define the right dual action as
˚Ź :“ d´1X σ˚XpIdB bdXq. (2.31)
Then we can derive the following property:
evF pXqp˚Źb IdF pXqq “ evF pXqpIdF pXq˚ bŹqpIdF pXq˚ bS 1 b IdF pXqqpΨb IdF pXqq.
(2.32)
Further, the morphisms
coevrM :“ ΨpIdb˚ŹqpIdbbb Idq coevF pXq, (2.33)
evrM :“ evF pXqp˚Źb Idqpab IdF pXqbF pXq˚qΨ´1 (2.34)
are morphisms of left B-modules in B. We can now show that the map S 1 is inverse
to the antipode S recovered from the left module structure in M. One checks that
the right duality axioms correspond to the conditions (1.10) after application of S.
For the readers convenience, we include the definitions of the antipode (and its
inverse) via reconstruction theory using graphical calculus in Figure 2.1. This gener-
alizes [31, Figure 9.15], where the definition of m, ∆, 1, ε are as given there. Further,
the duality structure on M “ B-ModpBq is given in Figure 2.2
To describe the structure on B obtained from the braiding, and thus proof (c),
we will need a general definition of an universal R-matrix in a braided monoidal
category. For this, we have to consider an opposite coproduct ∆cop.
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cop “
.
Figure 2.3: The opposite coproduct
Definition 2.3.7. The opposite coproduct ∆cop is defined to be the morphism B Ñ
B bB in B corresponding to the natural transformation τ given by
τX,Y “ Ψ´1F pXq,F pY qσYbXpIdbΨF pXq,F pY qq. (2.35)
That is, the action of the opposite coproduct satisfies the identity
pŹV bŹW qpIdB bΨb IdVbW qp∆cop b IdVbW q
“ pŹV bŹW qpIdB bΨ´1 b IdVbW qpΨ´1∆b IdVbW q. (2.36)
Dually, we define the opposite product mop.
We express this diagram using graphical calculus in Figure 2.3 (the opposite
coproduct ∆cop is labeled with cop in the diagram).
Remark 2.3.8. In the symmetric monoidal case, ∆cop is the usual opposite coprod-
uct Ψ∆, but this does not hold in a general braided monoidal category B. The two
following lemmas, which will be needed in Section 2.4, explain the relationship in
the general case.
Lemma 2.3.9. Let B be a quasi-bialgebra in B with coassociator φ.
(a) Denote by Bcop the object B equipped with the same product but opposite co-
product ∆cop. Then Bcop is a quasi-bialgebra object in B (with coassociator
φ´1). By definition,
Bcop-ModpBq – copB-ModpBq,
is an isomorphism of monoidal categories. If B is a quasi-Hopf algebra, then
so is Bcop with the same antipode S (and the same elements a, b as B).
(b) Denote by Bop the object B with the same coproduct but opposite product mop.
Then Bop is a quasi-bialgebra object in B (with coassociator φ). By definition,
Bop-CoModpBq – opB-CoModpBq.
If B is a Hopf algebra, then so is Bop with the same antipode S (and the same
a, b as B).
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Proof. This is an exercise in graphical calculus.
We need to introduce further structure via reconstruction to state the axioms for
a universal R-matrix in this general setting. Similar to the definition of the opposite
coproduct, we introduce twisted coassociators. For any element σ P S3, we define
φσ by reconstruction corresponding to the transformation Ψ´1σ F pαqΨσ, where Ψσ is
the composition of Ψs acting on two of the three tensor components according to
a minimal expression of σ as a product of transpositions of adjacent indices. For
example, if σ “ p13q “ p12qp23qp12q, then Ψσ “ pΨ b IdqpIdbΨqpΨ b Idq. Such an
expression of σ is not unique, but the resulting Ψσ is independent of choice.
After these preliminary observations and notations, we turn back to part (c) of the
proof of 2.3.5. The universal R-matrix R corresponds to the natural transformation
% given by
%X,Y “ Ψ´1F pXq,F pY qF pΨMX,Y q : Fb2 Ñ Fb2.
It satisfies the following axioms, obtained from the braiding axioms (in M):
mBbBpR b∆q “ mBbBp∆cop bRq, (2.37)
pIdb∆qR “ m5Bb3ppφ´1qp123q b pIdb1b IdqR b φp12q b pR b 1q b φ´1q, (2.38)
p∆cop b IdqR “ m5Bb3pφp13q b p1bRq b pφ´1qp123q b ppIdb1b IdqRq b φp12qq.
(2.39)
Remark 2.3.10. For the purpose of Sections 3.4 and 4, we either have B “ Vectk
which is symmetric monoidal, or φ “ 1b 1b 1, so these axioms simplify. We include
this generality for completeness.
We are particularly interested in cases for which the functorMÑ B-ModpBq is
an equivalence. For this reason, we mention a version of the reconstruction theorem
similar to Tannaka-Krein duality [26, Theorem 2.1] (where comodules are used).
Theorem 2.3.11. LetM be a rigid monoidal category which is k-linear over Vectfdk
and equivalent to as small one. Then there is a finite-dimensional quasi-Hopf algebra
H over k with invertible antipode such that M – H-ModpVectfdk q.
This theorem can be viewed as a special case of Theorems 2.3.3 and 2.3.5. As
before, ifM is braided, then H is quasitriangular. The following result may be useful
when addressing the question whether M – B-ModpBq:
Lemma 2.3.12. If the functor F : M Ñ B is faithful, then the functor M Ñ
B-ModpBq is fully faithful.
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2.4. Yetter-Drinfeld and Hopf Modules
For the reminder of this section, letM “ Mod-BpBq where B is a quasi-bialgebra
object in B. We want to reinterpret the categories ZpMq andHpMq in more familiar
terms leading to the definition of Yetter-Drinfeld and Hopf modules.
Note that the forgetful functor F : MÑ B always has a section triv given by the
functor mapping an object X in B to the trivial module Xtriv on it (with action given
by the counit of B). This functor is the identity on morphisms. In the following, we
will often omit writing the functor F .
Remark 2.4.1. We are considering right B-modules in this section to make a de-
scription of the center in terms of right B-modules and left C-modules more conve-
nient (for C dually paired with B) in Section 3.2.
A priori, it seems that we can choose whether to consider the forgetful functor F
as mapping to B or B. It turns out that it is necessary to use B for the description of
the center in terms of YD -modules even though this choice may seem less natural.
Warning 2.4.2. The reconstruction theory in Section 2.3 for quasi-Hopf algebras
is not symmetric with respect to switching to right modules. Right action by the
coassociator φ gives the inverse associativity isomorphism α´1 rather than α. This
happens because for right modules we read the action of a product of elements from
left the right, while for left modules from right to left, and the 3-cycle condition (1.8)
is not left-right-symmetric. Note that this problem does not occur in braided Hopf
algebra reconstruction (the case φ “ 1) as then all conditions are symmetric.
This has the following consequences for reconstruction of duals in Mod-BpBq:
evlM “ evF pXqpIdF pXq˚ bŸqpIdF pXq˚bF pXqbS´1bq, (2.40)
coevlM “ pŸ b IdF pX˚qqpIdF pXqbS´1ab IdF pXq˚q coevF pXq, (2.41)
evrM “ evF pXqpIdF pXq˚ bŸqpIdF pXq˚bF pXqbbqΨ´1, (2.42)
coevrM “ ΨpŸ b IdF pXq˚qpIdF pXqbab IdF pXq˚q coevF pXq . (2.43)
These left and right (co)evaluations in Mod-BpBq are depictured in Figure 2.4
Definition 2.4.3. Let B,C be quasi-bialgebras in a braided monoidal category B
with a morphism G : B Ñ C of quasi-bialgebras.
(a) Define the category of Yetter-Drinfeld modules over pB,Cq in B, denoted
CopYDBpBq, as having objects V of B with a right action Ź of B, together
with a map δ : V Ñ C b V (called quasi -coaction) which satisfies the rules
given using graphical calculus in Figure 2.5.
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evlM “ S-1
b
, coevlM “ S-1
a
, evrM “ b , coevrM “
a
.
Figure 2.4: Right module duals
φ
φ-1
“
C C V
V V
C C V
G
G
G
GG
φ
,
W
C V W
V
C V bW
V bW
“
G
G
G
φ-1
φ
φ-1
Figure 2.5: Quasi-comodule conditions
In the case where B and C are strict bialgebras (i.e. with trivial coassociator
φ), these rules give that δ is a left Cop-coaction in B. Further, the two structures
δ and Ÿ satisfy the Yetter-Drinfeld condition
pmb IdqpGbδqΨ´1pŸb IdqpIdb∆q “ pmb IdqpIdbGbŸqpIdbΨb Idqpδb∆q.
(2.44)
Morphisms in CopYDBpBq are those commuting with the B-module and Cop-
quasi-comodule8 structure.
(b) Further, define the category of Hopf modules over pB,Cq in B, denoted by
CopHBpBq, which consists of objects of B with a right action and a map δ as
above (satisfying the first rule in Figure 2.5, such that the Hopf condition
δŸ “ pmb IdqpIdbGbŸqpIdbΨb Idqpδ b∆q (2.45)
is satisfied. Again, morphisms commute with the action and quasi-coaction.
8This definition is not the same as the quasi-modules in [4].
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BV
C VC V
V B
“
G G
, C V
V B
“
BV
C V
G
.
Figure 2.6: Right module YD- and Hopf-compatibility conditions
B V
C VC V
B V
“G G
,
B V
C VC V
B V
“ G
Figure 2.7: Left module YD- and Hopf-compatibility conditions
Note that in the case where B and C are strict bialgebras, the Hopf module
condition can be reformulated by saying that δ is a morphism of right B-modules,
where C is a B-module via the action induced by G : B Ñ C. It is helpful to
use graphical calculus to visualize the different conditions in Figure 2.6. The first
picture displays the compatibility condition for YD-modules, the second one for Hopf
modules. The reason why Cop appears instead of C is to make the category of YD-
modules into a monoidal category (see e.g [7, Lemma 3.3.2] for a direct proof). This
fails when using C. Note that the coassociator φ only appears in the comodule and
monoidal rule for YD-modules but not in the compatibility condition.
Considering left instead of right B-modules we obtain the category BCYDpBq with
compatibility conditions from Figure 2.7.
Proposition 2.4.4. Let B be a quasi-bialgebras in B.
(a) The category BopYDBpBq is monoidal (combining the monoidal structures of
Mod-BpBq and the second rule in Figure 2.5) and pre-braided9 with pre-
9That is, the braiding is not necessarily a natural isomorphism.
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BopΨ
B “ , BBΨ “ .
Figure 2.8: The braidings of YD-modules
braiding given by
BopΨ
B :“ pŸ b IdV qpIdW bδqΨ´1. (2.46)
The forgetful functor BopYDBpBq Ñ B is a functor of pre-braided monoidal
categories.
(b) The category BBYDpBq is monoidal and pre-braided with pre-braiding
B
BΨ :“ pŹ b IdqpIdbΨqpδ b Idq. (2.47)
The forgetful functor BBYDpBq Ñ B is one of pre-braided monoidal categories.
Proof. These statements will all be proved in 2.4.7. Using graphical calculus (and
2.48), the braidings are given in Figure 2.8.
Corollary 2.4.5.
(a) The forgetful functor BopYDBpBq ÝÑ Mod-BpBq is a strict monoidal functor
of pre-braided monoidal categories.
(b) The forgetful functor BBYDpBq ÝÑ B-ModpBq is a strict monoidal functor of
pre-braided monoidal categories.
Lemma 2.4.6. Let B,C be quasi-Hopf algebras in B with a morphism G : B Ñ C
preserving the structure. For any YD-module V over pB,Cq with quasi-coaction δ,
and any C-module X, the map
cpδqX : V bX Ñ X b V, cpδqX :“ pŸ b IdqpIdbδqΨ´1X,V
has an inverse cpδq´1X : X b V Ñ V bX which equals pIdV bŸqpΨ b IdCqpIdX bδ1q,
for a right C-quasi-coaction δ1. We give the formula for δ1 in Figure 2.9.
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b a
V
δ1 “
G
G
G
G
G
φ
φ-1 φ
S
“
V
V C
Figure 2.9: The right quasi-coaction δ1
Proof. We first show that cpδq´1 is a right inverse to cpδq. For this, it suffices to show
that cpδqCδ1 “ 1bIdV . Insert 1b1b1 “ pIdbSbIdqpp∆GqbIdB bGqφ into the right
hand side of this equation δ1 so that the right hand side of (1.8) appears. Next, apply
the 3-cycle condition and note that, using Figure 2.5, mBb3pSbabIdqp∆bIdV qδ “ a
appears. The expression then simplifies to 1b IdV using (1.10).
To show that cpδq´1 is a left inverse, it suffices to show that cpδq´1C δ “ IdC b1.
This is done in a similar way to the first part (using 3-cycle manipulations and the
antipode axioms).
Proposition 2.4.7. Let B be a braided monoidal category, B a quasi-Hopf algebra
in B. Further assume that
G : Mod-CpBq Ñ Mod-BpBq “M
be a monoidal functor factoring through the forgetful functor F . Then the cate-
gory ZGB pMq is isomorphic as a monoidal category to the category of YD-modules
CopYDBpBq, and the category HGB pMq is isomorphic to the category of Hopf modules
CopHBpBq. If G “ IdM, then the isomorphism is one of braided monoidal categories.
Proof. As G factors through F , G is strict monoidal. Further observe that by the
universal property of reconstruction (2.18) the functor G is equivalent to a morphism
of quasi-bialgebras B Ñ C which we also denote by G.
First, consider the case of ZGB pMq. We recall that all objects in ZGB pMq are
pF, trivq-admissible. To fix notation, we write NatbpV b G,G b V q for monoidal
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transformations satisfying (2.5) which are not necessarily invertible. Using Nat in-
stead of Isom in the notation of (2.6), we can define a functor
δp´q : NatbB pV bG,Gb Vq Ñ CopYDBpBq
by mapping pV, cq to V with the quasi-coaction δpV, cq : V Ñ C b V defined as
cBpIdV b1q. On morphisms, δ is just the identity. Conversely, define cpδq for a
coaction δ on V to be the natural transformation V b G Ñ G b V defined by
cpδqV :“ pŸ b IdV qpIdGpXqbG b IdV qpIdGpXqbδqΨ´1V,GpXq : V b GpXq Ñ GpXq b V
for any object X of M, using the inverse braiding Ψ´1 in the base category B.
We have to show that the functors δ are well-defined (i.e. map to the categories
claimed). For this, we first verify that under the functor δp´q, the requirement that
c is b-compatible gives that δpcq is a C-quasi-comodule and vice versa. Further we
have to show that the Yetter-Drinfeld condition (2.44) for δpV, cq and the B-action on
V corresponds precisely the condition that cBpIdb1q is a morphism of B-comodules.
The key observation to prove this is the identity
cB “ pmB b IdV qpGb IdB b IdV qpIdbδpcqqΨ´1V,B. (2.48)
Note that this identity crucially depends on pF, P q-admissibility. It is computed by
observing that IdV “ ŸpIdV b1q, where we view Ÿ as a morphism of B-modules
V triv b B Ñ V . The equality arises if we apply naturality of c to the regular action
Ÿ : Btriv b B Ñ B. Note that all the associativity isomorphisms (which enter the
picture as right action by φ) vanish because they act on Btriv. In order to prove the
observation above, we use 2.2.7 and rewrite it using (2.48).
The mappings δ and c are mutually inverse: It is clear that δppV, cpδqqq “ δ
as ΨpIdb1q “ 1 b Id. To verify that cpδpV, cqq “ c we use that the action Ÿ
is a morphism of right B-modules V triv b B Ñ V , where B has the regular action.
Applying naturality of c, monadicity of c, and the assumption that pV, cq is admissible
over B implies that cpδpV, cqq “ c. This establishes that δp´q, with inverse cp´q, form
an isomorphism of categories.
For cpδq to give an object of the center, it needs to be invertible. This is not
true for general quasi-bialgebras, but can be assured using the assumption that the
antipode S exists. For this, we use Lemma 2.4.6. Hence ZGB – CopYDBpBq is an
isomorphism of categories via the mutually inverse functors δp´q and cp´q.
Looking at the Hopf-center HGB pMq, we note that the one can run a analogous
argument to establish an isomorphism with the category of Hopf modules CopB. In
this case, the compatibility condition obtained is (2.45).
Next, restricting to the case where G “ IdM, we note that the monoidal structure
and braiding of CopYDBpBq are precisely the ones induced by the monoidal structure
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of ZGB pMq thus making the isomorphism δ an isomorphism of braided monoidal
categories. Monadicity of the equivalence can also be show for general G.
If B is only a quasi-bialgebra, the equivalence does not hold as stated, as b-
compatible natural transformations are not necessarily invertible. We however still
obtain a pre-braiding on the category of YD-modules. This establishes Proposi-
tion 2.4.4 of which we had postponed the proof. The key observation for translat-
ing properties and constructions in ZGB pMq to the description in terms of Yetter-
Drinfeld modules is (2.48). Using this, the monoidal structure in the Drinfeld center
(cf. 2.2.7) translates precisely to the claimed monoidal structure on the category of
Yetter-Drinfeld modules (which comes from the coaction on B and the second axiom
in Figure 2.5). This completes the proof of the isomorphism of braided monoidal
categories ZGB pMq – CopYDBpBq.
The case we will be most interested in is G “ IdM. In this case the category
ZBpMq is equivalent to the category of YD-modules over B in B, and the category
HBpMq is equivalent to the category of Hopf modules over B in B.
Similarly, for left B-modules, the categories ZBpB-ModpBqq and BBYDpBq, and
the corresponding Hopf-versions, are isomorphic as braided monoidal categories.
Consider the isomorphism of categories
Mod-BpBq Ñ Bcop-ModpBq, pV,Ÿq ÞÑ pV,Ź :“ ŸΨ´1pS´1 b IdV qq.
As the center constructions are stable under isomorphism, we find that
ZBpB-ModpBqq – ZBpMod-BcoppBqq, (2.49)
or the corresponding equivalence for the Hopf centers.
Remark 2.4.8. It is important to note for later applications that Proposition 2.4.7
does not rely on B being rigid. This will enable us to work with the category of
countably infinite-dimensional vector spaces later.
A fundamental theorem, proved in this general form in [6], states that pro-
vided that in the category B equalizers split, there is an equivalence of categories
HBpMod-BpBqq – B, for B a Hopf algebra object in B. We can recover part of this
statement in the quasi-case:
Theorem 2.4.9. Assume that B has split antipodes and let B be a quasi-Hopf algebra
in B. Then there exists a functor
Res: HBpMod-Bq „ÝÑ B, V ÞÑ V B,
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with right inverse given by the fully faithful functor
Ind: B Ñ HBpMod-Bq, V ÞÑpB b V, pŸ b IdV qpIdB bΨq, δ b IdV q, g ÞÑ IdB bg.
Proof. First check that the functor Ind gives Hopf modules as stated, which is an
easy exercise in graphical calculus. Next, it is possible to see that the functor Ind is
fully faithful. To prove fullness, use that each morphism f : IndpV q Ñ IndpW q is of
the form IdB bf 1, where f 1 “ pεb IdV qfp1b IdV q (using an analogous computation
as in [6]).
Next, given a Hopf module pV,Ÿ, δq, we consider the morphism
eV :“ ŸpŸ b a´1qpIdV bS´1qΨ´1pIdB bŸqpδ b aq. (2.50)
Using the antipode axiom and the condition (2.45), we can show that eV is an
idempotent in B. By assumption on B, it splits as eV “ ιV piV , where ιV : V B Ñ V
and piV : V Ñ V B for an object V B of B, s.t. piV ιV “ IdV B . We can now define the
functor Res using a choice of such a splitting. On morphisms, we map f : V Ñ W
to piWfιV . To show this gives a functor, we use the identity that feV “ eWf for any
morphism of Hopf modules. This follows directly from f commuting with δ and Ź.
It is easy to check that Res Ind – IdB directly. Observe that in this case, ι “
p1b IdV q, and pi “ pεb IdV q for the object IndpV q “ B b V .
Note that if both M and its strictification (from 2.1.6) are higher representable,
then we can conclude that HBpMq – B is an equivalence of categories using the
proof of [6].
Remark 2.4.10. The construction of δ1 in Lemma 2.4.6 gives a functor
Θ: CopYDBpBq Ñ YDBCpBq,
to the category of right YD-modules, which is the identity on morphisms. This
functor is part of an equivalence of categories. This symmetry is not valid for Hopf
modules. In fact, for pV, cq P HGB pMod-BpBqq, the pair pV, cq is not a right Hopf
module over pB,Cq.
Recall that, given B is rigid, then it has simultaneous left and right duals (cf.
Proposition 2.3.4). Further, M has left left and right duals if and only if B is a
quasi-Hopf algebra with invertible antipode (cf. 2.4.2). We reinterpret the results
of Proposition 2.2.11 under the equivalence of Proposition 2.4.7 showing that in this
case the categories of YD-module have duals.
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Corollary 2.4.11. Let B, C be quasi-Hopf algebras, G : B Ñ C. Then the category
CopYDBpBq is rigid. The left dual action is given by
Ÿ˚ “ pevV b IdV ˚qpIdV ˚ bŸb IdV ˚qpIdV ˚bV bΨV ˚,BqpIdV ˚ b coevV bS´1q, (2.51)
and the dual quasi-coaction δ˚ is defined, using graphical calculus where the right
quasi-coaction δ1 is denoted by , as depictured in Figure 2.10
δ˚ :“
V ˚
B V ˚
φ
φ-1
φ
G
G
S-1
b
a
S-1
“
V ˚
B V ˚
.
Figure 2.10: Dual quasi-coaction
Proof. The formula for δ˚ follows by translating Proposition 2.2.11 under (2.48). We
use δ1 to express the inverse commutativity isomorphism in terms of YD-modules.
One can then use the functor Θ to compute this from the data of the quasi-coaction
δ. The dual right B-action on V ˚ is the usual dual action in M “ Mod-BpBq.
Finally, it is now a direct corollary that the category BopYDBpBq acts on the
category BopHBpBq on the left, using Proposition 2.4.7 to translate Theorem 2.2.14
to the module-(quasi-)comodule description of this section.
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2.5. Quasitriangularity
Note that for any monoidal category M over B, there always exists a forgetful
functor F : ZBpMq Ñ M. In this section, we want to study the situation when
this functor has a right inverse, i.e. a fully faithful monoidal functor R : M Ñ
ZBpMq such that there exists an natural isomorphism γ : FR „ùñ IdM. This will
induce a braiding on the category M coming from the braiding of ZBpMq. Note
that the natural isomorphism γ is required to be compatible with the monadicity
transformation µF , µR. That means that the diagram
FRpX b Y q F pµ
R
X,Y q
> F pRpXq bRpY qq µ
F
RpXq,RpY q
> FRpXq b FRpY q
X b Y
γXbγY
<
γXbY
>
(2.52)
commutes. Moreover, the functor RF : B Ñ B is required to be a functor of monoidal
categories. This means that the diagram
RF pAbBq Rpµ
F
A,Bq
> RpF pAq b F pBqq µ
R
F pAq,F pBq
> RF pAq bRF pBq
RF pB b Aq
RF pΨBA,Bq_ RpµFB,Aq
> RpF pBq b F pAqq µ
R
F pBq,F pAq
> RF pBq bRF pAq
ΨB
RF pAq,RF pBq_ (2.53)
is required to commute. We say that RF preserves the braiding ΨB in this case.
Definition 2.5.1. LetM be a monoidal category and B braided monoidal. We call
a monoidal functor R : M Ñ B which is a right inverse to F , with the data of γ
satisfying the compatibilities (2.52) and (2.53) above a quasitriangular structure on
M. This implies that R is fully faithful.
Lemma 2.5.2. A quasitriangular structure R : M Ñ B gives a braiding on the
category B FÑM, such that the functors R and F preserve the braidings.
Proof. For any two objects X and Y of M, define the braiding by the composition
ΨMX,Y :“ γYbXF ppµRY,Xq´1qF pΨBRpXq,RpY qqF pµRX,Y qγ´1XbY . (2.54)
The functor F preserves this braiding. To see this, combine three commutative
squares: The one defining ΨM applied to F pAq , F pBq, F applied to (2.53), and
naturality of γ in F pΨBA,Bq. This gives
γF pBbAqFRpµFB,AqF pµRF pBq,F pAqq´1F pµRF pBq,F pAqqγ´1F pBqbF pAqΨMF pAq,F pBq
“ F pΨBA,BqγF pAbBqFRpµFA,BqF pµRF pAq,F pBqq´1F pµRF pAq,F pBqqγ´1F pAqbF pBq.
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We can simplify to
γF pAbBqFRpµFA,Bqγ´1F pAqbF pBq
“ µFA,BγF pAqbF pBqF pµRF pAq,F pBqq´1F pµRF pAq,F pBqqγ´1F pAqbF pBq
“ µFA,BpγF pAq b γF pBqqpγ´1F pAq b γ´1F pBqq “ µFA,B,
by first applying naturality of γ in µFA,B, and then applying (2.52) twice. Hence
F pΨBA,BqµFA,B “ µFB,AΨMF pAq,F pBq as required.
The proof that R preserves the braiding starts by composing the diagrams of R
applied to the definition of ΨMX,Y with (2.53), and naturality of Ψ
B applied to RpγXq,
RpγY q. This gives the equality
ΨBRpXq,RpY qpRpγXq bRpγY qqµRFRpXq,FRpY qRpµFRpXq,RpY qqRF pµRX,Y qRpγ´1XbY q
“ pRpγY q bRpγXqqµRFRpY q,FRpXqRpµFRpY q,RpXqqRF pµRY,XqRpγ´1YbXqRpΨMX,Y q.
Applying first naturality of µR, and then (2.52) we can simplify to
pRpγXq bRpγY qqµRFRpXq,FRpY qRpµFRpXq,RpY qqRF pµRX,Y qRpγ´1XbY q
“ µRX,YRpγX b γY qRpµFRpXq,RpY qqRF pµRX,Y qRpγ´1XbY q
“ µRX,YRpγXbY qRpγXbY q´1 “ µRX,Y .
This proves µRY,XRpΨMX,Y q “ ΨBRpXq,RpY qµX,Y as claimed.
Theorem 2.5.3. Let M be a monoidal category over a braided monoidal category B
(with functors F, P as in 2.2.2). Then M is braided monoidal (and F , P preserve
the braidings) if and only if M has a quasitriangular structure over ZBpMq.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.5.2 to ZBpMq shows that if such a quasitriangular struc-
ture exists, then M is braided. It is clear that the functors F, P preserve the braid-
ings. For the converse, we use the functor R : MÑ ZBpMq defined by mapping an
object V ofM to the pair pV,ΨMV,´q, where ΨM is the given braiding inM, and the
identity on morphisms.
We can recover the usual definitions of quasitriangularity (including co-quasitri-
angularity, and weak quasitriangularity (due to Majid [33]), see Section 3.3) from this
more general definition using reconstruction theory. These results can be given in
the general setting over a braided monoidal category B. To do this, we assume that
the functors F and R are strictly monoidal and inverse to each other (i.e. γ “ IdM,
µF “ IdM and µR “ IdB).
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Proposition 2.5.4. A quasi-bialgebra B in B, is quasitriangular, i.e. an R-matrix
satisfying (2.37)-(2.39) exists, if and only if the category M “ B-ModpBq possesses
a quasitriangular structure R : MÑ ZBpMq.
If we identify ZBpMq with the category of YD-modules over B, the functor R can
be identified with the functor mapping a B-module pV,Źq to the YD-module on V
with action Ź and quasi-coaction ΨpŹ b IdBqpIdB bΨqpR b Idq.
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 2.5.2 the existence of the functor R implies that
B-ModpBq is braided, with braiding induced by R. By higher representability 2.3.2
this gives the existence of a universal R-matrix R : I Ñ B bB satisfying the axioms
(2.37)-(2.39). Moreover, as the functor R preserves the braiding by construction,
this gives the equality
ΨpŹV bŹW qpIdbΨb IdqpR b IdVbW q “ pŹW b IdqpIdbΨqpδV b Idq, (2.55)
as we assume µR “ Id. From this, we conclude that the quasi-coaction needs to be
as stated by apply naturality of the braiding to 1 Ñ B, where B has the regular
action. The YD-condition corresponds to the R-matrix axiom that conjugation by
R transforms the coproduct into the opposite coproduct ∆cop (see 2.37). The other
axioms correspond to the quasi-coaction condition and the fact that the functor R is
monoidal. Note that we need left module versions of these axioms here. These can
however easily obtained from 2.2.7 and (2.5) using braided left module reconstruction
as in 2.3.5. Conversely, given a universal R-matrix, one can run the argument back-
wards and check that the functors are obtained from the axioms (2.37)-(2.39).
3. Braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg Doubles
In this section, we use reconstruction theory to obtain general definitions of the
braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles. In the case of the braided Drinfeld dou-
ble, this resembles the double bosonization in [33]. For this, we will now leave the
generality of quasi-Hopf algebras restricting to strict Hopf algebras. The main rea-
son for this is that the picture becomes more symmetric, as the dual of a Hopf
algebra is a Hopf algebra (which is not true for quasi-Hopf algebras). Recall the
definition of dually paired Hopf algebras from 1.7. We note that, the restriction to
Hopf algebras leads to several simplifications. For instance, as mentioned before,
the quasi-coaction δ : B Ñ B b V of the definition of Yetter-Drinfeld modules now
becomes a Bop-coaction. We will summarize the simpler formulae in 3.1. Next, we
use the categorical definition of quasitriangularity from Section 2.5 to discuss the
notion of weak quasitriangularity in the setting of dually paired bialgebras in B.
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BopΨ
B “ , pBopΨBq´1 “
S
.
Figure 3.1: Braiding and inverse braiding for strict Hopf algebras
“
S-1
, and “
S-1
.
Figure 3.2: Equivalent YD-conditions for strict Hopf algebras
Once this preliminary work has been done, we will take B to be H-Mod or
H-CoMod where H is an ordinary Hopf algebra in Vectk which is either quasitri-
angular or weak quasitriangular (but possibly infinite-dimensional). We then define
braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles via reconstruction theory and give explicit
presentations using modified Sweedler’s notation. We also interpret the analogues of
the BGG-category O in this general context.
Finally, we explain how the categorical action from 2.2.14 gives that the braided
Heisenberg double is a 2-cocycle twist of the braided Drinfeld double. This generalizes
an earlier result of [22] and is the main result of this section.
3.1. Simplifications for Strict Hopf Algebras
As mentioned above, for B a Hopf algebra in B, the category BopYDBpBq consists
of simultaneous B-modules and Bop-comodules in B which satisfy (2.44). Further,
the inverse braiding can now be given in Figure 3.1. Furthermore, we can introduce
an equivalent form of the YD-conditions, given that the antipode is invertible:
Lemma 3.1.1. The YD-condition for BopYDBpBq is equivalent to either of the con-
ditions of Figure 3.2.
Proof. This is an exercise in graphical calculus using thatmpS´1bIdqΨ´1∆ “ 1ε.
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R R
“
R RR R
“, ,
R
“
cop
R
cop
B B B B B B B B B B B B
B
B B B B
B
Figure 3.3: R-matrix axioms for braided Hopf algebras
We interpret this relation as enabling us to permute the action past the coaction
and vice versa (similar formulas can be given for quasi-Hopf algebras, but obstruc-
tions caused by the 3-cycle occur). For strict Hopf algebras, we can also give simpler
formulae relating the (left) dual YD-modules V ˚ to the given structures on V .
Corollary 3.1.2. Let B be a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode in B, then the
category BopYDBpBq is rigid. Here, the dual action and coaction are given by
δ˚ “ pevV bS b IdV ˚qpIdV ˚ bΨB,V b IdV ˚qpIdV ˚ bδ b IdV ˚qpIdV ˚ b coevV q (3.1)
Ÿ˚ “ pevV b IdV ˚qpIdV ˚ bŸb IdV ˚qpIdV ˚bV bΨV ˚,BqpIdV ˚ b coevV bS´1q. (3.2)
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.4.11, setting φ “ 1 b 1 b 1
and α “ β “ 1.
In the setting of strict Hopf algebras in B, the R-matrix axioms simplify to
the ones in Figure 3.3. See [31, Figure 9.18] for a proof using graphical calculus.
Conversely, given such a universal R-matrix for B, the category B-ModpBq (or
Mod-BpBq) is braided monoidal (this is a special case of 2.3.5(c)).
Note that, unless we are in the symmetric monoidal case, the convolution inverse
R´1 does not give an R-matrix up to application of the braiding. It is however possi-
ble to define Rop by applying reconstruction theory toM (that is,M with opposite
braiding). The axioms for a dual R-matrix (giving a braiding on B-CoModpBq can
be obtained by rotating this picture in the horizontal axis.
3.2. Yetter-Drinfeld Modules over Dually Paired Hopf Algebras
Given dually paired Hopf algebras C, B (see Section 1.7), we can embed the
category BopYDBpBq “ ZBpMod-BpBqq into a larger category of Yetter-Drinfeld
modules over pC,Bq by applying the functor
BopΦ: B
op-CoModpBq Ñ B-ModpBq, pV, δq ÞÑ pV,Źδq,
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BV
VV
V B
“
C C
,
V
V B
“
CC V B
V
Figure 3.4: YD- and Hopf-compatibility conditions for dually paired Hopf algebras
where Źδ “ pevb IdV qpIdB bδq, to the left comodule structure of the YD-module.
The resulting category is denoted by CYDBpBq and consists of objects V of B with
a left C-action Ź and a right B-action Ÿ compatible via the YD-condition
pevbŸqpIdbΨV,B b IdqpIdbŹb Idqp∆C b Idb∆Bq
“ pŹ b evqpIdbΨC,V b IdqpIdbŸb Idqp∆C b Idb∆Bq. (3.3)
Morphisms are required to commute with both the left C- and the right B-action.
Note that the monoidal structure is given by the usual monoidal structures for left
C- and right B-modules in B. Note that the larger category is not braided in general
any more (for this, we require that a coevaluation map I Ñ B b C exists in B).
We can also embed the category of Hopf modules BopHBpBq “ HpMod-BpBqq
into a larger category CHBpBq by again applying the functor BopΦ to the left comod-
ule structure. The resulting category consists of objects in B with a left C-module
and a right B-module structure such that
ŹpIdB bŸq “ pevbŸqpIdC bΨV,B b IdBqpIdC bŹb IdBbBqp∆C b IdV b∆Bq. (3.4)
Again, morphisms are required to commute with both the left and right action. We
add the compatibility conditions in the language of graphical calculus in Figure 3.4.
Note that the YD-condition given by the first diagram is precisely the one used in
[33, A.2].
Proposition 3.2.1. The monoidal category CYDBpBq acts on the category CHBpBq,
where V ŹW :“ V bW with left C-action on V bW given by ∆C and right B-action
on V bW by ∆B.
Proof. It is easy to check using graphical calculus that V ŹW is a Hopf module over
pC,Bq. It is also clear that a pair of morphisms f : V Ñ V 1, g : W Ñ W 1 induces a
morphism f b g : V ŹW Ñ V 1ŹW 1 as both f , g commute with the respective C, B
actions, so their tensor product will commute with the tensor product actions.
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Finally, we can also compute the center of monoidal categories of comodules in
terms of Yetter-Drinfeld modules.
Proposition 3.2.2. For a Hopf algebra object B in B, there are isomorphisms of
categories
ZBpB-CoModpBqq – BYDBcoppBq,
HBpB-CoModpBqq – BHBcoppBq.
Proof. For pV, cq P ZBpB-CoModpBqq, consider the map Ź :“ pε b IdV qcB. Using
monadicity of c and the monoidal structure on the center, we find that Ź is a right
Bcop-module. Dually to the proof of 2.4.7 (with the simplification that φ “ 1b1b1,
we find that the datum of Ź allows to recover c, and that conversely any right Bcop-
module that satisfies the YD-condition (2.44) gives an element of the center. The
proof for the Hopf center is again analogous.
Corollary 3.2.3. There exists an isomorphism of braided monoidal categories
ZBpB-CoModpBqq – ZBpB-ModpBqq.
Proof. This can be proved by showing that the monoidal categories BYDBcoppBq and
B
BYDpBq are isomorphic. To do this, we recall that Mod-BcoppBq – Mod-copBpBq by
definition of the opposite coproduct. The latter category is equivalent to B-ModpBq
by the functor
pV,Ÿq ÞÑ pV,Ź :“ ŸΨpS b IdV q.
We use this functor to translate the datum of the right Bcop-module of an element
of BYDBcoppBq to a left B-module structure. It is an exercise to check, using the
alternative YD-conditions of 3.1.1, that the resulting left module is YD-compatible
with the comodule structure on V . Note that the braiding corresponds to the oppo-
site braiding. As all translations used are isomorphisms (which are the identity on
morphisms), this gives an equivalence of the centers as stated.
3.3. Weak Quasitriangularity
We now apply the general categorical viewpoint on quasitriangularity from Sec-
tion 2.5 to a setting of dually paired Hopf algebrasB,C in B. The aim is to reinterpret
Majid’s concept of weak quasitriangularity in this context as it is a crucial feature
used in defining braided Drinfeld doubles of braided Hopf algebras in comodule cat-
egories as algebras. In fact, it is needed in order to include quantum groups as an
example of braided Drinfeld doubles (as done in [33]).
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“
R R
S
, “
Rop
R .
Figure 3.5: A weak quasitriangular structure for dually paired Hopf algebras
Ψ “
R
“ R .
Figure 3.6: The opposite R-matrix
The aim is to rewrite the datum of a dual R-matrix via applying evaluation to the
datum of morphisms R : Bop Ñ C. In Figure 3.5 we define two ways of doing this.
Here, Rop is the dual R-matrix obtain by reconstruction such that the condition of
Figure 3.6 holds. We will in general need to remember the datum of both morphisms
R and R. It is furthermore required that ev is a pairing satisfying
evpmB b IdBq “ evpIdC b evb IdBqpIdCbC b∆Cq,
evpIdC bmopB q “ pevb evqpIdC bΨC,B b IdBqp∆C b IdBbBq
(3.5)
The reason for this is that we want to be able to write the braiding of Bop-comodules
in terms of the induced H-module structure. In Figure 3.7, there are two ways of
doing this, using the H-module structure on either tensorand of the braiding.
Being able to rewrite the dual R-matrix in this way is essential if we want to
apply module reconstruction to braided categories of comodules, for the reason that
we need to express all formulas in terms of the induced action (from a coaction) via
ev. This is used in the construction of the quantum groups Uqpgq as braided Drinfeld
doubles (cf. 3.5.10).
Our definition of weak quasitriangularity resembles the idea of the definition in
[33]. It also gives an intermediate notion between the stronger requirement of C
Ψ “
R
“ S
R
“ S
R
, Ψ “ R “ R “ R .
Figure 3.7: Braidings for weak quasitriangular structures
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having a universal R-matrix and the weaker assumption of Bop having a dual R-
matrix.
Lemma 3.3.1. Given a pairing ev as in (3.5) and let R : Bop Ñ C be a morphism
of bialgebras in B. Then for any given left Bop-comodule pV, δq in B,
(i) Ź :“ pevb IdV qpR b δq is a left Bop-module in B, and
(ii) Ÿ :“ pevb IdV qpR bΨqpδ b IdBq is a right Bopcop-module in B.
Proof. This is not hard to check, using (3.5) and the definition of the (co)opposite
product. Note that Bopcop “ pBopqcop and hence is a bialgebra in B.
Proposition 3.3.2. Let R : Bop Ñ C be a morphism of Hopf algebras with an eval-
uation as in (3.5) such that the condition
pmopC b evpR b IdBqqpIdC bΨC,B b IdBqp∆C b∆Bq
“ pevpR b IdBq bmBqpIdC bΨC,B b IdBqp∆C b∆Bq (3.6)
holds. Then there exists two quasitriangular structures on the category of comodules
Bop-CoModpBq in ZBpBop-ModpBqq, both with respect to the forgetful functor.
(i) The functor mapping pV, δq to pV, δ,Ź :“ pevb IdV qpR b δqq as in 3.3.1(i).
(ii) The functor mapping pV, δq to pV, δ,Ź :“ pevb IdV qpRbΨqpδbIdBqΨpSbIdV qq,
which is the composition of the functor in 3.3.1(ii) with the equivalence 3.2.3.
Proof. In Lemma 3.3.1, we checked that the stated compositions of maps indeed
give left Bop-modules (respectively right Bopcop-modules). The condition (3.6) is
precisely what is required for the resulting map Ψ as in Figure 3.7 to be morphisms
of comodules. Hence, Bop-CoModpBq is braided. This gives the quasitriangular
structure of (i) as described and a quasitriangular structure of Bop-CoModpBq in
ZBpBop-CoModpBqq. By the equivalence 3.2.3, this corresponds to the quasitrian-
gular structure (ii) as stated.
Definition 3.3.3. A weak quasitriangular pair for dually paired Hopf algebras C,B
is the datum of two morphisms of Hopf algebras R,R : Bop Ñ C in B which satisfy
(3.6), s.t. with respect to a pairing ev of Bop and C as in (3.5), the axioms from
Figure 3.5 hold.
Note that such maps R,R are automatically convolution invertible with convolu-
tion inverses given by R´1 :“ RS and R´1 :“ RS. The existence of quasitriangular
structures as in 3.3.2 does not imply the existence of the maps R, R. In fact, it
only implies the existence of dual universal R-matrices. In the following, we will
describe how one can obtain the maps R, R via reconstruction theory under certain
representability conditions.
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Lemma 3.3.4. If the category Bop-CoModpBq can be (higher) represented in the
sense of Section 2.3 as modules over a Hopf algebra C in B, then there exists a weak
quasitriangular pair R, R for the dually paired Hopf algebras C,B.
Proof. Consider the image of pBopqcoreg, Bop with coregular coaction given by the
coproduct, under E : Bop-CoModpBq Ñ C-ModpBq. This gives a map γ : CbB Ñ
B. Note that the functor E factors through the forgetful functor to B by assumption.
We define
ev :“ εγ : C bB Ñ I.
Now let δ be any Bop-comodule structure on an object V of B. Then δ is a morphism
of Bop-comodules V Ñ pBopqcoreg b V triv. This follows simply from the comodule
condition. Hence, δ is a morphism of C-modules w.r.t. the image under E and we
derive that for the C-action (denoted by Ź) on V under E we have
Ź “ pεb IdV qδγ “ pεb IdV qpŹ b IdV qpIdC bδq “ pevb IdV qpIdC bδq. (3.7)
Hence, the functor E is induced by the map ev. From this we derive directly that
ev satisfies the axioms (3.5).
To find R, we apply reconstruction (of C-modules) to the natural transformation
R : Bop b F Ñ F, RpV,δq “ pRop b IdV qpIdB bδq.
The morphism R can be obtained by applying reconstruction to
R : Bop b F Ñ F, RpV,δq “ pR b IdV qpS´1 b δq.
hence evpRS b Idq “ R as required in Figure 3.5.
The following proposition relates the different concepts for quasitriangularity.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let B,C be dually paired Hopf algebras in B.
(a) A universal R-matrix for C induces a weak quasitriangular structure for B,C,
which induces a dual R-matrix on B.
(b) Let C be the left dual of B in the sense that a coevaluation map coev : I Ñ BbC
exists, satisfying that the usual duality relations hold. Then the three concepts
in (a) coincide.
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Proof. This is due to [33]. To prove part (a), given a universal R-matrix for C, define
R :“ pIdC b evqpRop b IdBq. (3.8)
To obtain R, we need to find a morphism rR : I Ñ B bB such that
pŹV bŹW qpIdbΨC,B b Idqp rRb IdVbW q “ ΨF pW q,F pV qF pΨMV,W qΨ´1F pW q,F pV qΨ´1F pV q,F pW q.
(3.9)
This can be thought of as Ropop and exists by higher representability. Now define
R´1 :“ pIdC b evqp rR b IdBq. (3.10)
It was already observed in Proposition 3.3.2 that a weak quasitriangular structure
induced a dual R-matrix.
Part (b) follows from the observation that given a coevaluation map, the cate-
gories Bop-CoModpBq and B-ModpBq are canonically equivalent.
Note that in a symmetric monoidal category this theory simplifies as Rop, rR can
be obtained from R using the symmetry.
We will later observe that in the case of the quantum group, a weak quasitriangu-
lar structure exists for the Hopf algebra CZn. This is essential in the interpretation
of Uqpgq as a double bosonization in [33].
Remark 3.3.6. If B “ Vectk, then the functor E : Bop-CoMod Ñ C-Mod is fully
faithful if the pairing ev is perfect. Clearly, E is faithful as it is the identity on
morphisms. Assume the pairing is perfect and consider a linear map f : V Ñ W .
The expression10
evpg b vp´1qq b fpvp0qq ´ evpg b pfvqp´1qq b pfvqp0q, @v P g P C.
is zero for all if Epfq is a morphism of C-modules. But if that means that the
difference vp´1q b fpvp0qq ´ pfvqp´1q b pfvqp0q lies in the right radical of ev. If ev is
perfect these terms have to be zero and hence f is a morphism of Bop-comodules.
This shows E is full.
10Using modified Sweedler’s notation, cf. 3.5.
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3.4. Definition of Braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg Doubles
Assume that B and C are perfectly dually paired Hopf algebras in B. Using the
description of YD-modules over (B, C) from Section 3.2, we have obtained a fully
faithful functor
ZBpMod-BpBqq ãÑ CYDBpBq.
In the case where B “ H-Mod for a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H (or B “
A-CoMod for A and H perfectly dually paired Hopf algebras in Vectk with a
weak quasitriangular structure), we can now define braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg
doubles via reconstruction theory (see Section 2.3). The advantage of this approach
is that we can extract all formulae from braided diagrams and the structure maps of
the (Hopf) algebras thus defined will satisfy all the axioms by general theory and no
explicit checks have to be carried out. For the braided Drinfeld double this repeats
Majid’s construction of the double bosonization in [33] using left H-modules instead
of right ones. In [33] the computations for the Hopf algebra structure are also carried
out explicitly.
Remark 3.4.1. In the following, we will work over Vectk, which is the symmetric
monoidal category of countably infinite-dimensional vector spaces. We want to work
with an infinite-dimensional Hopf algebras B. Now B does not necessarily have a
perfectly dually paired Hopf algebra C in the sense of 1.7. In fact, the maximal
subalgebra of the vector space dual B˚ “ HomkpB, kq which is a Hopf algebra with
the dual structure from B is
B˝ “ tf P B˚ | DI ŸB, dimB{I ă 8u,
where I are Hopf ideals. However, C “ B˝ is not necessarily perfectly paired with B.
Using finite-dimensional representations, we can describe B˝ as the Hopf algebra of
matrix coefficients (see e.g. [8]). From this description we obtain the condition that
B˝ and B are perfectly paired (with respect to the natural pairing) if and only if no
element of B acts by zero on all finite-dimensional modules of B. As we will often
work with positively graded Hopf algebras (for example, studying Nichols algebras),
we will include the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.4.2. If B is a positively graded Hopf algebra with finite-dimensional graded
pieces, then B˝ and B are perfectly paired.
Proof. Write B “ ‘ně0Bn and consider the finite-dimensional module Băk :“
B{‘někBn. For each b P B, we find that b P ‘nďkBn for some k. Then 0 ‰
b ¨ 1 P Băk`1, so we have found a finite-dimensional module on which b acts non-
trivially.
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Lemma 3.4.3. For C and B dually (not necessarily perfectly) paired bialgebras in B,
the forgetful functor CYDBpBq Ñ Vectk is higher representable on the vector space
C bH bB. The same holds true for the functor CHBpBq Ñ Vectk.
Proof. The structure of an object of the categories of YD- or Hopf-modules over
B,C can be encoded by the action maps of B, C and H. The compatibility condi-
tions and all other axioms are expressed by conditions involving the action of these
vector spaces on modules. This basic observation can be used to show (higher)
representability.
Definition 3.4.4.
(i) The braided Drinfeld double DrinHpC,Bq is the Hopf algebra obtained from
CYDBpH-Modq by reconstruction on CbHbB. If A,H have a weak quasitri-
angular structure, denote the algebra obtained by reconstruction on CbHbB
from CYDBpAop-CoModq by DrinApC,Bq.
(ii) The braided Heisenberg double HeisHpC,Bq is the algebra obtained by recon-
struction on CbHbB from CHBpBq. In the weak quasitriangular case, denote
the resulting algebra by HeisApC,Bq.
Note that a PBW-decomposition is given by construction for these algebras.
Moreover, we have that
DrinHpC,Bq-Mod – CYDBpH-Modq,
HeisHpC,Bq-Mod – CHBpH-Modq,
where the first equivalence is one of monoidal categories. Note that in the case
B “ A-CoMod, such equivalences do not hold if A, H are infinite-dimensional. The
reason is that in CYDBpAop-CoModq the H-actions are induced by A-coactions. If
the pairing of A andH is perfect, then they correspond to all locally finite (integrable)
modules. But modules in DrinApC,Bq can be more general (compare this to the
requirement of studying weight modules of the quantum group).
Remark 3.4.5. We choose the notation DrinHpC,Bq indicating both B and C.
This is because for given B we can consider different dually paired Hopf algebras
(which may not be perfectly paired). This gives a more flexible definition allowing
the treatment of algebras which have no perfectly paired dual Hopf algebra.
Before providing examples, we will write out explicit presentations for the ab-
stractly defined doubles.
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3.5. Explicit Presentations
In the following, we will use Sweedler’s notation to write down presentations for
the algebras just defined. For this, we denote the coproducts by ∆pxq “ xp1qbxp2q (for
x an element of H, B or C). Note that in the case of B and C these are coproducts
in the braided monoidal category H-Mod which are often referred to as braided
coproducts. We write xp´1q b xp0q for left coactions. In this notation, summation
over tensors is omitted. We maintain to use the notation Ź and Ÿ for actions. When
clarification is needed, we denote the products in H, B or C by ¨ with a lower index
indicating the algebra. We denote the R-matrix of H by R “ Rp1q b Rp2q and its
convolution inverse by R´1 “ R´p1q bR´p2q.
Proposition 3.5.1. The algebra DrinHpC,Bq is generated by the subalgebras H, Bop
(meaning that bb1 “ b1 ¨B b) and C subject to the following relations:
hc “ php1q Ź cqhp2q, pô ch “ hp2qpS´1hp1q Ź cqq (3.11)
hb “ php2q Ź bqhp1q, pô bh “ hp1qpShp2q Ź bqq (3.12)
bp2qRp1qcp2q evpcp1q b pRp2q Ź bp1qqq “ cp1qRp2qbp1q evppRp1q Ź cp2qq b bp2qq. (3.13)
The coproducts are given by
∆phq “ hp1q b hp2q, ∆pbq “ pRp2q Ź bp1qq b bp2qRp1q, ∆pcq “ cp1qRp2q bRp1q Ź cp2q.
(3.14)
The counit is simply given by εpchbq “ εpcqεphqεpbq. The antipode and inverse an-
tipode are the anti-algebra morphisms given by:
Sphq “ Sphq, S´1phq “ S´1phq, (3.15)
Spbq “ R´p2qpR´p1q Ź Sbq, S´1pbq “ pR´p1q Ź S´1bqR´p2q, (3.16)
Spcq “ R´p1qpR´p2q Ź Scq, S´1pcq “ pR´p2q Ź S´1cqR´p1q. (3.17)
The algebra HeisHpC,Bq has the same algebra bosonization relations (3.11)-(3.12)
as DrinHpC,Bq, but relation (3.13) (referred to as the cross relation) is replaced by
cb “ bp2qRp1qcp2q evpcp1q b pRp2q Ź bp1qqq. (3.18)
Proof. These formulas are obtained using reconstruction in Vectk. For h P H, b P B
and c P C, we define the action by
pcb hb bq Ź v :“ bŹ phŹ pv Ÿ bqq. (3.19)
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The formulae for the antipode are required by defining e.g. Sb to be the element of
DrinHpC,Bq which satisfies evpbŹ f b vq “ pf b Spbq Ź vq for all f P V ˝ and v P V
where V ˝ is the finite dual of the space V .
Lemma 3.5.2. The cross relation (3.13) in DrinHpC,Bq is equivalent to each of the
following relations:
cb “R´p2q1 bp2qRp2qpR´p2q2 Ź cp2qq evpR´p1q2 R´p1q3 Ź cp3q bR´p1q1 Ź S´1pbp3qqq
evpR´p2q3 Ź cp1q bRp1q Ź bp1qq,
(3.20)
bc “pR´p1q1 Ź cp2qqRp2q1 bp2qRp1q2 evpR´p1q2 Rp1q1 Ź cp3q b bp3qq
evpR´p2q1 R´p2q2 Ź S´1pcp1qq bRp2q2 Ź bp1qq.
(3.21)
Proof. Apply reconstruction to Lemma 3.1.1 after reinterpreting the Bop-coaction as
a C-action using the functor BopΦ.
Using this Lemma, we can write down general product formulas in PBW form in
DrinHpC,Bq:
chb ¨ c1h1b1 “cphp1qR´p1q1 Ź c1p2qqhp2qRp2q1 Rp1q2 h1p1qb1pSph1p2qqR´p1q3 Ź bp2qq
evpR´p1q2 Rp1q1 Ź c1p3q b bp3qq evpR´p2q1 R´p2q2 Ź S´1pc1p1qq bR´p2q3 Rp2q2 Ź bp1qq
(3.22)
The general product formula for HeisHpC,Bq in PBW form is:
chb ¨ c1h1b1 “cphp1qR´p1q1 Ź c1p2qqhp2qRp1qh1p1qb1pSph1p2qqR´p1q2 Ź bp2qq
evpR´p2q1 Ź S´1pc1p1qq bRp2qR´p2q2 Ź bp1qq.
(3.23)
Example 3.5.3. Let X “ An and B “ Crx1, . . . , xns its coordinate ring. We denote
its restricted dual (as a Hopf algebra) by C “ ΘX “ CrB1, . . . , Bns, where evpBi, xjq “
δi,j. Both B and C are primitively generated Hopf algebras over k and perfectly
paired via ev. One easily sees that HeispOXq “ DX “ An is the ring of differential
operators on X, the nth Weyl algebra. The Drinfeld double is simply DrinpOXq “
Crx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns which can be identified with OT˚X , the ring of functions on
the tangent space. Hence there is an action of OT˚X-Mod on DX-Mod.
We have an analogue of Proposition 3.5.1 in the case where B “ A-CoMod.
Recall that in this case, we have convolution invertible morphisms of Hopf algebras
R,R : Aop Ñ H such that
Rpab a1q “ evpR´1pa1q b aq “ evpRpaq b a1q (3.24)
R´1pab a1q “ evpR´1paq b a1q “ evpRpa1q b aq. (3.25)
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Proposition 3.5.4. The Hopf algebra DrinApC,Bq is generated by the subalgebras
H, Bop (opposite product in Vectk) and C with the same bosonization relations
(3.11)-(3.12) as DrinHpC,Bq and cross relation
bp2qRpbp1qp´1qqcp2q evpcp1q b bp1qp0qq “ cp1qR´1pcp2qp´1qqbp1q evpcp2qp0q b bp2qq. (3.26)
The coproducts are given by
∆phq “ hp1q b hp2q, ∆pbq “ bp1qp0q b bp2qRpbp1qp´1qq, ∆pcq “ cp1qR´1pcp2qp´1qq b cp2qp0q.
(3.27)
The unit and counit are as before and the formulas for the antipode and inverse
antipode are given by
Sphq “ Sphq, S´1phq “ S´1phq, (3.28)
Spbq “ Rpbp´1qqSpbp0qq, S´1pbq “ S´1pbp0qqRpbp´1qq, (3.29)
Spcq “ R´1pcp´1qqSpcp0qq, S´1pcq “ S´1pcp0qqRp´1qpcp´1qq (3.30)
The cross-relation of HeisApC,Bq is given by
cb “ bp2qRpbp1qp´1qqcp2q evpcp1q b bp1qp0qq. (3.31)
Proof. All expressions for DrinHpC,Bq (or HeisHpC,Bq) can be translated into ex-
pressions for DrinApC,Bq (or HeisApC,Bq) by using the following rules which are
derived from the weak quasitriangular structure on A, H:
Rp1q bRp2q Ź v “ Rpvp´1qq b vp0q, (3.32)
pRp1q Ź vq bRp2q “ vp0q bR´1pvp´1qq, (3.33)
R´p1q bR´p2q Ź v “ R´1pvp´1qq b vp0q, (3.34)
pR´p1q Ź vq bR´p2q “ vp0q bRpvp´1qq.
Example 3.5.5. Let us consider the case where H “ k and B is a finite-dimensional
Hopf algebra over k to discover the classical notions. In this case, DrinpHq :“
DrinkpH˚, Hq is given on H˚ bHop with product determined by the relation
cb “ bp2qcp2q evpcp1q b bp1qq evpcp3q b S´1pbp3qqq. (3.35)
The coproduct, counit and antipode are simply the corresponding tensor product
structures on H˚bH. The R-matrix on DrinpHq is given by the coevaluation map of
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H. Note that there are two conventional differences of this definition to the definition
of DrinpHq usually found in the literature (cf. e.g. [31, 7.1]). At first, H and H˚ are
categorically dually paired. That is evpaa1 b bb1q “ evpab b1q evpa1 b bq. Second, the
left modules are left-right Yetter-Drinfeld modules (that is, YD-compatible right-B
action with a left B-coaction).
For this reason, we will often consider the Drinfeld double DrinpHopq which is by
definition DrinkpH˚ cop, Hopq. This Hopf algebra has the property that
DrinpHopq-Mod “ HHYD.
It has H, H˚ as subalgebras such that
cb “ bp2qcp2q evpcp3q b bp1qq evpcp3q b Spbp1qqq. (3.36)
The coproducts are given by ∆pbq “ bp1q b bp2q and ∆pcq “ cp2q b cp1q. The universal
R-matrix for DrinpHq is τ coevH , where τ is the symmetric braiding in Vectk. We
will write coevH “ eα b fα P H bH˚. The algebra DrinpHopq recovers the classical
Drinfeld double of H (as found in the literature, cf. e.g. [19]) and has the same
categorical interpretation.
For example, consider the Drinfeld double DrinpGopq :“ DrinpkrGscop, kGopq, for
G a finite group. It is generated by kG and the algebra of k-valued functions krGs
(basis δhpgq “ δh,g). Note that the coproduct is ∆pδhq “ řab“g δa b δb. The relations
in this algebra are gδh “ δghg´1g.
Example 3.5.6. A vast class of examples of braided Hopf algebras is given by
Nichols algebras. These play an important part in the classification of Pointed Hopf
algebras (see e.g. [2] for a survey). An important feature is that they are primitively
generated. That is, B is generated by elements b P B such that ∆pbq “ bb 1` 1b b,
and the same is true for C. For such braided Hopf algebras, we obtain simpler formu-
lae as the cross relations will turn out to be commutator relations. Denote the space
of primitive elements of B by P pBq and similarly the space of primitive elements in
C by P pCq. Then DrinHpC,Bq is generated by H, P pBq and P pCq with respect to
the bosonization relations (3.11) and (3.12) and the cross relation
rb, cs “ Rp2q evpRp1q Ź cb bq ´R´p1q evpR´p2q Ź cb bq, (3.37)
for b P P pBq, c P P pCq. The coproducts are given on the generators by
∆phq “ hp1q b hp2q, (3.38)
∆pbq “ 1b b` pRp2q Ź bq bRp1q, (3.39)
∆pcq “ cb 1`Rp2q bRp1q Ź c. (3.40)
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The condition (3.18) is equivalent to the commutator relation
rc, bs “ Rp1q evpcbRp2q Ź bq, (3.41)
for c P P pCq and b P P pBq. Working over DrinpHq for an ordinary Hopf algebra
H, we can view B P HopfpDrinpHq-Modq as a YD-module over H (an object of
ZpMod-Hq. Then the relation (3.18) is equivalent to
rc, bs “ bp´1q evpcb bp0qq. (3.42)
To compare the definition of the braided Heisenberg double from [4, Section 5], we
have to apply algebra reconstruction on C bH bB (rather than C bDrinpHq bB).
That is, we consider the subalgebra generated by H, B and C of C bDrinpHq bB.
We include this restricted version of the braided Heisenberg double.
Lemma 3.5.7. Let B P HopfpZpMod-Hqq, then the restricted braided Heisenberg
double HeisHpC,Bq of H over B is the algebra generated by H, Bop and C subject
to the relations
hb “ php2q Ź bqhp1q, (3.43)
hc “ php1q Ź cqhp2q, (3.44)
cb “ bp2qbp1qp´1qcp2q evpcp1q b bp1qp0qq. (3.45)
It is the subalgebra of HeisDrinpHqpC,Bq generated by H, Bop and C.
Note that H is assumed to be finite-dimensional for DrinpHq to be quasitri-
angular. We observe that there is a restriction functor HeisDrinpHqpC,Bq-Mod Ñ
HeisHpC,Bq-Mod.
Now the braided Heisenberg double defined in [4, Section 5] is isomorphic to
HeisHpCcop, Bopq where the (co)opposites are taking in Vectk, and B,C are Nichols
algebras. The cross relation for this algebra is (3.42).
Corollary 3.5.8. The coproduct on DrinDrinpHqpC,Bq induces a left action of the
monoidal category DrinDrinpHqpC,Bq-Mod on HeisHpC,Bq-Mod.
Proof. For this to hold, we need to ensure that the restriction of the coproduct ∆
viewed as an algebra map HeisHpC,Bq Ñ DrinDrinpHqpC,BqbHeisDrinpHqpC,Bq maps
to DrinDrinpHqpC,Bq b HeisHpC,Bq. This can be checked on generators. Clearly
∆phq P H bH satisfies this. Further, ∆pbq “ bp1qp0qb bp2qbp1qp´1q and ∆pcq “ cp1qfαb
eα Ź cp2q both lie in the subspace pC bH˚ bH bBq b pC bH bBq.
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Example 3.5.9. In 3.5.3, the Drinfeld double of OX collapses to simply be the
tensor product Hopf algebra of OX and its dual. We will now consider the symmetric
algebra as a Hopf algebra object in C2C2YD for the group C2 with two elements. We
can also include the alternating algebra in the same setting as an example.
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space. Consider the braidings τ : V b V Ñ
V bV , where τpvbwq “ wbv, and ´τ . These can naturally be realized as braidings
coming from C2-YD module structures on V , corresponding to δpvq “ s b v where
C2 “ t1, su with the trivial action for τ , respectively the sign representation sv “ ´v
for ´τ . Using this, we have that
SpV q “ T pV q
M
pv b w ´ w b vq “ T pV q
M
kerpId`τq ,
ΛpV q “ T pV q
M
pv b w ` w b vq “ T pV q
M
kerpId´τq
are braided Hopf algebras in C2C2YD “ DrinpC2q-Mod. As they are Nichols algebras,
they are perfectly paired with SpV ˚q (respectively ΛpV ˚q).
The restricted Heisenberg double HeiskC2pSpV ˚q, SpV qq is now An b kC2, but
DrinDrinpC2qpSpV ˚q, SpV qq has the non-trivial commutator relation
rf, vs “ ps´ δ1 ´ δsq evpf b vq. (3.46)
Hence viewing SpV q over DrinpC2q causes the resulting Drinfeld double to be non-
commutative.
For the exterior algebra, we have that HeiskC2pΛpV ˚q,ΛpV qq is generated by v P
V , f P V ˚ and 1, s with additional relations
sv “ ´vs, sf “ ´fs, rf, vs “ evpf b vq. (3.47)
In DrinDrinpC2qpΛpV ˚q,ΛpV qq the commutator relation is
rf, vs “ ps´ δ1 ` δsq evpf b vq. (3.48)
Example 3.5.10 (The quantum groups). Majid constructs Lusztig’s version of
Uqpgq (for generic q) as braided Drinfeld doubles in [33]. We repeat the construction
with the conventions of this paper. For this, a (symmetric) Cartan datum ¨ gives
a paring of two lattice group algebras A “ kZrIs “ krg˘1i s and H “ krK˘1i s via
xKi, gjy “ q2
i¨j
i¨i (where k “ Cpqq). The dual R-matrix Rpgi, gjq “ qi¨j is given by a
weak quasitriangular structure with Rpgiq “ K´
i¨i
2 (and R “ R´1). We can then
define an A-comodule F “ kxF1, . . . , Fny by Fi ÞÑ g´1i b Fi and denote its dual by
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E “ kxE1, . . . , Eny. The tensor algebras (in A-CoMod) B “ T pF q, C “ T pEq are
dually paired via
evpEi, Fiq “ δi,jpq´1i ´ qiq
, (3.49)
where qi :“ q
i¨i
2 . This pairing extends uniquely to a Hopf algebra pairing of the
tensor algebras and it is a result by Lusztig (see [24]) that then left and right radical
of this pairing are precisely the quantum Serre relations. Hence the quotients are
Uqpn`q (of C) and Uqpn´q (of B), which are Nichols algebras. Now translating (3.37)
under 3.5.4 we obtain the correct relation
rEi, Fjs “ K
i¨i
2
i ´K
´ i¨i
2
i
pqi ´ q´1i q
δi,j. (3.50)
Further, the bosonization relations (3.11) and (3.12) give
KiEj “ q2
i¨j
i¨iEjKi, KiFj “ q´2
i¨j
i¨iFjKi. (3.51)
The coproducts are given by
∆pFiq “ Fi bK´
i¨i
2 ` 1b Fi, ∆pFiq “ Ei b 1`K
i¨i
2 b Ei. (3.52)
Hence the resulting Hopf algebra is Uqpgq.
The cross relation for the Heisenberg double Dqpgq :“ HeisApUqpn`q, Uqpn´qq is
given by
rEi, Fjs “ K
´ i¨i
2
i
q´1i ´ qi
δi,j. (3.53)
We will look at the action of Uqpsl2q-Mod on Dqpsl2q-Mod in Section 3.9.
3.6. R-Matrices for the Drinfeld Double
While the Hopf algebra structure of DrinHpC,Bq can be defined for general
infinite-dimensional Hopf algebras with a choice of a dually paired Hopf algebra,
viewing the braided structure of DrinHpC,Bq-Mod, and hence the R-matrix, at this
level of generality is problematic as they require the existence of a coevaluation map
coev : I Ñ B b C in B “ H-Mod. In the infinite-dimensional case, given a perfect
pairing, this map may still exist as a formal power series, given that there is an
orthonormal bases of the dual Hopf algebra C to a basis of B.
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Recall the braidings from Figure 3.1. Given the existence of a coevaluation map
coev : I Ñ B b C, the category CYDBpBq is braided via the braiding
CΨB :“ pŸ b ŹqpIdb coevb IdqΨ´1, (3.54)
pCΨBq´1 :“ ΨpŸ b ŹqpIdb IdB bS b IdqpIdb coevb Idq. (3.55)
Given that B and C are not necessarily finite-dimensional Hopf algebras with a
perfect duality pairing ev : C b B Ñ k such that there is a basis tbiui of B with
an orthogonal basis tciui of C, we can consider the formal power series coevB :“ř
i bi b ci. This is not a morphism k Ñ BbC, but satisfies the duality axioms of the
coevaluation map. Using this formal sum, we can write an R-matrix for DrinHpC,Bq
as the power series (omitting summation)
RDrinHpC,Bq :“ ciR´p2q b biR´p1q, R´1DrinHpC,Bq :“ Rp2qci bRp1qSpbiq. (3.56)
If B “ A-CoMod, the situation is even more problematic. Expressing the braiding
ΨV,W pv, wq “ evpR´1pvp´1qq b wp´1qqwp0q b vp0q (3.57)
as an R-matrix, which is necessary in algebra reconstruction, involves a coevaluation
map which will be an infinite sum unless H, A are finite-dimensional. We denote it
by coevH “ hj b aj. Then
R “ aj bR´1phjq “ Rphjq b aj, R´1 “ R´1phjq b aj “ aj bRphjq. (3.58)
Further, the R-matrix on DrinApC,Bq is given by
RDrinApC,Bq :“ ciRphjq b biaj, R´1DrinApC,Bq :“ ajbi bR´1phjqSpciq. (3.59)
To overcome the problematic of the braiding involving formal infinite sums, we will
describe the properly braided subcategory of modules over the braided Drinfeld dou-
bles corresponding to the center ZBpMod-BpBqq in Section 3.7.
Example 3.6.1. Consider Uqpsl2q. We can compute that evpfn b enq “ rnsq !pq´1´qqn ,
where rnsq “ 1` q´2 ` . . .` q2pn´1q and rnsq! “ r1sq ¨ . . . ¨ rnsq. Hence
coevB “
ÿ
ně0
pq´1 ´ qqn
rnsq! F
n b En. (3.60)
However, writing the required coevaluation map for I Ñ H b A is problematic. A
solution is to introduce the element qhbh P pAb Aq˚. This element satisfies
xqhbh b pgn b gmqy “ q2nm. (3.61)
This can be generalized to any Cartan datum. See [33] for more details.
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Example 3.6.2. The small quantum groups uqpgq can also be realized as examples
of braided Drinfeld doubles. For this, we assume that q is a primitive rth root of
unity, where r is odd and char k does not divide r. As underlying Hopf algebras, we
take the group algebras A “ H “ kpCrqn.
3.7. The Category O
The R-matrices RDrinHpC,Bq and RDrinApC,Bq from Section 3.6 will induce the braid-
ing on the subcategories ZH-ModpMod-BpH-Modqq respectively its subcategory
ZA-CoModpMod-BpA-CoModqq. For perfectly paired B and C, these Drinfeld cen-
ters are almost analogues of the BGG-category O for the quantum groups. To sup-
port this interpretation, recall that for infinite-dimensional dually paired bialgebras
B and C in H-Mod, the essential image of the fully faithful functor
BopΨ: B
op-CoModpH-Modq Ñ C-ModpH-Modq
consists of those C-modules V such that for each v P V , C{Annpvq is finite-di-
mensional. Such modules are called locally finite or admissible. Hence, the full
subcategory ZH-ModpMod-BpH-Modqq Ă DrinHpC,Bq-Mod consists of those YD-
modules which are locally finite for the C-action, but not necessarily for the B-action.
For example, one can define Verma modules in ZH-ModpMod-BpH-Modqq.
When working in B “ A-CoMod, one also has to restrict to DrinApC,Bq-modules
for which theH-action is induced by an A-coaction, i.e. theH-action has to be locally
finite too. Using these observations, we conclude the following lemma:
Lemma 3.7.1. For the quantum group Uqpgq at q not a root of unity, the subcategory
of
ZkZn-CoModpMod-Uqpn`qpkZn-CoModqq
on finitely generated modules is the BGG-category O (denoted by Oqpgq) for quantum
groups as defined in [1, 3.1].
Proof. An object V in Oqpgq satisfy three properties:
(I) V is finitely generated over Uqpgq
(II) V is a weight module, i.e. there exists a direct sum decomposition
V “ ‘λPZnVλ, Vλ “ tv P V | Ki Ź v “ q2λiu.
(III) V is locally finite as a Uqpn`q-module.
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If V comes from an object in ZkZn-CoModpMod-Uqpn`qpkZn-CoModqq, then (II) is
automatically fulfilled because the H-action is induced by an A “ kZn-coaction.
Further, (III) is fulfilled as the C-action is induced by an Bop-coaction and hence
locally finite. Further, any such module can be obtained from an object of the center
as the pairing of B and C is perfect. Thus, if we restrict to finitely generated modules,
we recover Oqpgq as a subcategory of the center.
Hence we can define the category O for a braided Drinfeld (or Heisenberg) dou-
ble as the subcategory of finitely generated modules in ZBpMod-BpBqq (respec-
tively HBpMod-BpBqq). We denote this category by Z fgB pMod-BpBqq (respectively
HfgB pMod-BpBqq).
Definition 3.7.2.
(a) For B “ H-Mod, we define the categoryODrinH pC,Bq (orOHeisH pC,Bq) as the full
subcategory of DrinHpC,Bq-Mod (respectively, HeisHpC,Bq-Mod) of objects
which are
(I) finitely generated as DrinHpC,Bq-modules (resp. HeisHpC,Bq-modules),
(II) semisimple as H-modules,
(III) locally finite as C-modules.
(b) Working with B “ Aop-CoMod, we define the category ODrinA pC,Bq (respec-
tively, OHeisA pC,Bq) as the full subcategory of DrinApC,Bq-Mod (respectively,
HeisApC,Bq-Mod) on objects satisfying (I), (III) and
(II)’ The H-module structure is induced by an Aop-comodule structure.
In the special setting of Section 3.6 where we have the existence of orthonormal
bases teαu of B and tfαu of C, we were able to define a formal power series coev “
eα b fα serving as formal coevaluation map. Given this structure, we can link the
categories ODrinH pC,Bq (and the other versions) with Z fgB pMod-BpBqq, generalizing
Lemma 3.7.1.
Theorem 3.7.3. Let C, B be perfectly paired Hopf algebras in H-Mod such that
coev exists as a formal power series. Then there exist isomorphisms of categories
ODrinH pC,Bq – Z fg,H´ssH-ModpMod-BpH-Modqq,
OHeisH pC,Bq – Hfg,H´ssH-ModpMod-BpH-Modqq.
If C, B are such objects in Aop-CoMod where A,H have a weak quasitriangular
structure, then
ODrinA pC,Bq – Z fg,A´ssAop-CoModpMod-BpAop-CoModqq,
OHeisA pC,Bq – Hfg,A´ssAop-CoModpMod-BpAop-CoModqq.
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Proof. The proof works as the proof of Lemma 3.7.1 in this more general setting.
Semisimplicity is not automatic any more, so it needs to be imposed in general (hence
the superscripts H ´ ss or A ´ ss). Note that coev “ eα b fα can be used to define
a Bop-comodule, given a locally finite C-module V via δpvq :“ eα b fα Ź v, for all
v P V . This expression is always well-defined if V is locally finite (i.e. only finite
sums of tensors occur).
We would like to obtain an action of the category O for the Braided Drinfeld
double on the category O for the braided Heisenberg double. The problem with this
is that the action does not necessarily preserve finite-generation of the module. In
generality, we therefore need to restrict to finite-dimensional modules.
Corollary 3.7.4. Under the assumptions on C, B as in 3.7.3, there are actions
Ź : DrinHpC,Bq-Modfd bOHeisH pC,Bq ÝÑ OHeisH pC,Bq,
Ź : DrinApC,Bq-Modfd bOHeisA pC,Bq ÝÑ OHeisA pC,Bq.
Similar to the study of the category O in other contexts, we can introduce stan-
dard (or Verma) modules in the category O for braided Drinfeld and Heisenberg
doubles. For this, a general theory as in [15] could be adapted. We will not intro-
duce such a theory in general here, but provide a definition of a Verma module.
Definition 3.7.5. Let B,C be braided Hopf algebras in B and let S be a simple
H-module (respectively Aop-comodule). Then we can define a Cop ¸ H-module as
S with trivial C action via the antipode of C and the given H-action (if S is an
A-comodule, we view S as an H-module via the pairing). The Verma module of
MpSq is defined as MpSq :“ B bCop¸H S. This can either be done as a module over
DrinBpC,Bq or HeisBpC,Bq (for B “ H-Mod or Aop-CoMod).
It is not guaranteed that all MpSq are in the respective category O. However,
under additional assumptions, such that the B and C are positively graded, by a
inner grading as in [15], the theory developed therein ensure that they are. In general,
we can say that MpSq are in the finitely-generated subcategory of ZBpMod-BpBqq
(respectively ZBpMod-BpBqq in the Hopf case). One of the main uses is that all
simple objects in O appear as quotients of such Verma modules.
3.8. Cocycle Twists
In this section, we observe that the left action of the category ZBpMod-BpBqq on
HBpMod-BpBqq extends to an action of DrinHpC,Bq-Mod on HeisHpC,Bq-Mod.
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This action implies that HeisHpC,Bq is a right cocycle twist of the Hopf algebra
DrinHpC,Bq generalizing an earlier result of [22] to the braided case. In particular,
HeisHpC,Bq is a left DrinHpC,Bq-comodule coalgebra.
Definition 3.8.1. Let B P BiAlgpBq, for B a braided monoidal category. A right 2-
cocycle of B is a morphism σ : BbB Ñ I such that the morphism mσ :“ m2BbBp∆b
∆bσq : BbB Ñ B gives B an algebra structure which is denoted by Bσ and called
the right cocycle twist of B by σ.
It is easy to check that a morphism σ : BbB Ñ I is a right 2-cocycle if and only
if it satisfies the condition
pσ b σqpmbΨb IdBqpIdB bΨbΨqp∆b∆b IdBq
“ pσ b σqpIdB bmb IdBbBqpIdBbB bΨb IdBqpIdB b∆b∆q (3.62)
on B bB bB, as well as the normalization conditions σpIdb1q “ σp1b Idq “ ε.
Lemma 3.8.2. The coproduct of B can be viewed as a morphism ∆: Bσ Ñ B bBσ
making Bσ a left B-comodule algebra in B.
Proof. This is an exercise in graphical calculus.
Corollary 3.8.3. If σ is a right 2-cocycle, then ∆ gives a left action of B-ModpBq
on Bσ-ModpBq where the Bσ-action on V ŹW (defined on the object V bW ) for a
V -module V and a Bσ-module W is given by
ŹVbW “ pŹV bŹW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdW qp∆b V bW q. (3.63)
That is, given by the coproduct of B.
We are looking for a converse of the statement in Corollary 3.8.3. Indeed, the
following holds:
Proposition 3.8.4.
(i) Let D P BiAlgpBq and H P AlgpBq such that D “ D-ModpBq acts on H “
H-ModpBq on the left. Assume further that the square
D-ModpBq bH-ModpBq Ź> H-ModpBq
Vectk bVectk
FDbFH_ b
> Vectk
FH_
(3.64)
commutes and that NatpV, FB b FHq is reconstructible by D b H (cf. 2.3.2).
Then the action is given by a morphism δ : H Ñ D b H which makes H an
algebra object in D-CoModpBq.
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(ii) If F pHq “ F pDq in B and the coaction δ is given by the coproduct ∆ of D,
then the product on H is a right cocycle twist by the 2-cocycle εDmH .
Proof. Part (i) is an argument in reconstruction theory. By representability assump-
tions, the action Ź is given by a map δ : H Ñ DbH. The requirement that Ź is an
action in the category H translates to the property that H is an algebra object in
D-CoModpBq.
To prove part (ii), observe that
mH “ pIdDbεq∆DmH “ pIdDbεqδmH
“ pIdDbεqpmD bmHqpIdDbΨD,D b IdHqp∆D b δq,
“ pIdDbεqpmD bmHqpIdDbΨD,D b IdDqp∆D b∆q
where we use that that δ : H Ñ DbH is a morphism of algebras and that δ “ ∆ as
maps in B. Hence H “ Dσ for σ “ εmH .
Returning to the situation of Theorem 2.2.14, we observed that the categorical
action can be extended to an action of CYDBpBq on CHBpBq in Corollary 3.2.1. The
action is given by the coproducts of B and C. For B “ H-Mod this implies that
the action of DrinHpC,Bq-Mod on HeisHpC,Bq-Mod is given by the coproduct of
DrinHpC,Bq viewed as a morphism of algebras
∆: HeisHpC,Bq Ñ DrinHpC,Bq b HeisHpC,Bq.
The same observation applies when working with Aop-CoMod instead.
Corollary 3.8.5. The algebra HeisHpC,Bq is a right cocycle twist of the Hopf al-
gebra DrinHpC,Bq via the 2-cocycle given by σpchb b c1h1b1q “ εpcqεphq evpS´1c1 b
bqεph1qεpb1q.
Remark 3.8.6. Note that we can also define left 2-cocycles and a left twist (or
cycles and cycle twists). A dual R-matrix for B gives a left 2-cocycle on B. This
cocycle was used in [22] to twist the Drinfeld double. Note that we use a different
cocycle here but they coincide in the case H “ k.
3.9. The Braided Heisenberg Double of Uqpn`q for sl2
In Example 3.5.10, we introduced the braided Heisenberg double Dqpgq of Uqpn`q.
We now want to study the categorical action of Dqpsl2q-Modfd on the category
OHeisq psl2q :“ OHeiskrg˘1spUpsl2q˚, Upsl2qq as an example. We first observe that Dqpsl2q
has no finite-dimensional modules using a standard argument from the theory of
highest weight representations.
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Lemma 3.9.1. In Dqpsl2q, the commutator relation
rE,Fms “ rmsqK
´1
q´1 ´ q F
m´1. (3.65)
holds, where rnsq “ 1` q´2 ` q´4 ` . . .` q´2pn´1q.
Proof. By induction on m, using that rE,Fms “ rE,Fm´1sF ` Fm´1rE,F s.
First, we note that in the sl2 case, the pairing xg,Ky “ q is perfect for generic q.
Hence, the functor
Φ: krg˘1s-CoMod ÝÑ krK˘1s-Mod
induced by the pairing is fully faithful. The essential image of Φ is the semisimple
category generated by one-dimensional simples kqn “ kvn, where K Ź vn “ qnvn.
Consider the Verma module Mpnq :“ Mpkqnq of weight qn. More generally, write
Mpλq for the Verma associated to the simple module kλ, on which K acts by the
scalar λ P kz0.
Lemma 3.9.2. The Verma module Mpλq has a k basis given by Fmvn “ Fm Ź vn
for k P N. The action is given by
K Ź Fmvn “ λq´2mvn, E Ź Fmvn “ λ
´1rmsq
q´1 ´ q F
m´1vn. (3.66)
Corollary 3.9.3. The Verma modules Mpλq are simple for all λ P kz0.
Proof. Lemma 3.9.2 shows that Mpλq decomposes as the sum of simple krK˘1s-
modules as
V “à
mě0
kλq´2m .
Let W ď V be any submodule. Let l be minimal such that there exists w P W with
w P kλq´m . Such an element exists, as we can take any inhomogeneous element and
produce a homogeneous element w1 P W by using the biggest k such that Ekw1 ‰ 0
which then must be homogeneous. This follows as the scalar λ
´1rmsq
q´1´q ‰ 0 for all m,λ.
Now observe that w “ µF lvn and hence vn P W as it is proportional to ElF lvn.
Corollary 3.9.4. The algebra Dqpsl2q has no finite-dimensional representations.
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Proof. Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation. In particular, V “
‘ni“1kλi as a krK˘1s-module. Let v be any weight vector (i.e. a vector in kλi for some
i), then there exists a sufficiently large j such that Ejv P kxv, E1v, . . . , Ej´1vy. But
these are all vectors of different weight, so Ejv “ 0. We may assume w :“ Ej´1v ‰ 0
and hence w is a highest weight vector (i.e. one annihilated by E) which generates
V . Hence there exists a surjective morphism of Dqpsl2q-modules pi : Mpλq V . But
then ker pi “ 0 as Mpλq has no non-trivial submodules.
We now consider the action of Uqpsl2q-Modfd on OHeisq psl2q from Corollary 3.7.4.
This gives an analogue of the Quantum Clebsch Gordan rule.
Proposition 3.9.5. The categorical action of the irreducible Uqpsl2q-module Lpnq of
weight qn on the Verma Mpmq of the category OHeisq psl2q decomposes as a sum of
simples as
Lpnq ŹMpmq “
nà
k“0
Mpm` n´ 2kq. (3.67)
Proof. Denote the highest weight vector of Lpnq by v and the one of Mpmq by w.
Using the formulas for the coproduct on Uqpsl2q, which serves as the coaction δ
giving the categorical action, one checks that v b w is a highest weight vector of
weight n ` m. Note that the weight space pLpnq Ź Mpmqqn`m´2k has dimension
k`1, for k “ 0, . . . , n. Further note that each highest weight vector in LpnqŹMpmq
gives the corresponding Verma module as a direct summand. Hence, we can see
inductively that weight space of weight n`m´ 2k contains a highest weight vector
for any k “ 0, . . . , n.
We observe that the category OHeisq psl2q has the same integral weight lattice
parametrizing Verma modules as for Oqpslq and that the action of Uqpsl2q-Modfd
resembles the one on Oqpsl2q with the crucial difference being that the Heisenberg
version of category O has no finite-dimensional simples and hence all Vermas are
simple. We expect the results of this section to generalize to the quantum groups of
other semisimple Lie algebras g.
4. Twisted Drinfeld Doubles
Section 3 does not use the full generality of the definition of YD-modules in 2.4.3
as we are restricting to the case that φ “ 1 b 1 b 1 is the trivial 3-cycle. The
preparations done in Section 2.4 however allow us, more generally, to define the
(braided) Drinfeld and Heisenberg double of a quasi-Hopf algebra. This provides a
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Heisenberg analogue to the Drinfeld double of a quasi-Hopf algebra introduced in
[32].
In this Section, we will first give a description in terms of generators and relations
of the Drinfeld double of a quasi-Hopf algebra in Vectk. Next, we provide definitions
of twisted Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles. There are two different points of view on
twisting used here. One is the Drinfeld twist of an ordinary Hopf algebra (see 4.2),
the other one considers a commutative Hopf algebra as a quasi-Hopf algebra with
respect to any 3-cycle (see 4.2.2). We close this section by discussing the example
of the twisted Heisenberg double of a group in 4.3, including an adaptation of the
groupoid interpretation of [35] for the twisted Heisenberg double.
4.1. The Drinfeld and Heisenberg double of a Quasi-Hopf Algebra
Even though every monoidal category is equivalent to a strict one (cf. 2.1.6) it
is still important to keep track of the associativity isomorphisms α : b pb ˆ Idq Ñ
bpIdˆbq in certain situations. For instance, the class of quasi-Hopf algebras is closed
under Drinfeld twist ∆F : m
3
HbHpF b ∆ b F´1q of the coproduct for an arbitrary
invertible element F P H bH (see e.g. [31, 2.4]). If F is a 2-cocycle and H a Hopf
algebra, then the twist HF is again a Hopf algebra (see e.g. [16]).
In this section, we provide formulas for the Drinfeld and Heisenberg double of a
quasi-Hopf algebra H, with 3-cycle φ. For this, we leave the generality of working
with quasi-Hopf algebras in braided monoidal categories B. However, via reconstruc-
tion theory, one can also obtain formulas in this most general case, if B “ H-Mod
for a quasitriangular finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H (or even a weakly quasitri-
angular pair A, H and B “ A-CoMod. For this, we need the following definition:
Definition 4.1.1. A dual paired object for a quasi-bialgebra B P B is an object C
of B together with a morphism ev : C bB Ñ I such that there exist maps ∆C : C Ñ
C b C, mC : C b C Ñ C, 1C : I Ñ C, εC : C Ñ I, such that
evpmC bBq “ evpIdb evb IdqpIdCbC b∆Bq,
evpC bmBq “ evpIdb evb Idqp∆C b IdBbBq,
evp1C b IdBq “ εB, evpIdC b1Bq “ εC .
(4.1)
Using graphical calculus, these are the same conditions as in Figure 1.1. Note however
that C is not a quasi-bialgebra as the product is only associative up to a 3-cocycle
(obtained by duality from φ). We refer an object with the structure of C as a dual
quasi-bialgebra. If moreover B has the structure of a quasi-Hopf algebra, and there
exists a morphism SC : C Ñ C such that evpSC b IdBq “ evpIdC bSBq. In this case,
we say that C is a dual quasi-Hopf algebra.
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Definition 4.1.2. Let B be a quasi-bialgebra in H-Mod, where H is a finite-
dimensional Hopf algebra, with a dually paired object C. The braided Drinfeld
double of B, C over H, denoted by DrinHpC,Bq, is defined as the quasi-Hopf al-
gebra obtained by reconstruction of the category BopYDBpBq on C b H b B. The
braided Heisenberg double HeisHpC,Bq is defined by reconstruction of BopYDBpBq on
C bH bB.
Similarly, we can define DrinApC,Bq and HeisApC,Bq if we are given a weak
quasitriangular structure on dually paired Hopf algebras A and H.
We only give explicit presentations of DrinHpC,Bq and HeisHpC,Bq in the case
where B “ Vectk to simplify the exposition. Formulas for the general case can be
obtained in a similar way, but involve several occurrences of the R-matrix.
Proposition 4.1.3. Let B be a quasi-bialgebra in Vectk with 3-cycle φ, and dually
paired object C. Then DrinHpC,Bq is generated as an algebra by elements of C, H
and Bop subject to the relations (3.11)-(3.13) and for c, d P C the relation
cd “φp3q2 cp2qφ´p2qdp3qφp1q1 evpcp1q b φp2q2 q evpcp3q b φ´p3qq evpcp4q b φp3q1 q evpdp1q b φp1q2 q
evpdp2q b φ´p1qq evpdp4q b φp2q1 q.
(4.2)
The algebra DrinHpC,Bq is a quasi-bialgebra with coproducts given by
∆phq “ hp1q b hp2q, ∆pbq “ bp1q b bp2q, (4.3)
∆pcq “ φ´p2q2 cp2qφp1qφ´p1q1 b φ´p3q2 φp3qcp4qφ´p2q1 evpcp1q b φ´p1q2 q evpcp3q b φp2qq
evpcp5q b φ´p3q1 q.
(4.4)
With these formulas, ∆ gives a quasi-coaction with respect to the 3-cycle φ of B. The
counit is given by εpchbq “ εpcqεphqεpcq. If B is a quasi-Hopf algebra, a formula for
the antipode can be obtained by combining δ1 from Figure 2.9 and in Figure 2.10.
The braided Heisenberg double HeisHpC,Bq of the quasi-bialgebra B is the algebra
generated by C, H and Bop subject to the relations (3.11), (3.12) and the cross
relation (3.18), as well as the relation (4.2) from above.
The Drinfeld double of a quasi-Hopf algebra was already introduced – using a left
module version – in [32].
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4.2. Twisted Hopf Algebras
In this section, we study the Drinfeld and Heisenberg double for two notions of
twist of an ordinary Hopf algebra. The first one is often referred to as a Drinfeld
twist, see e.g. [31, 4.2] for details. The second one generalizes, in the sense of [32],
the construction of the twisted Drinfeld double of a group algebra DrinωpGq.
Definition 4.2.1. Let B be an ordinary bialgebra and F “ F p1q b F p2q P B bB an
invertible element. Then the Drinfeld twist BF of B is the quasi-bialgebra defined
on the algebra B with the quasi-coalgebra structure
∆F pbq “ F∆pbqF´1, φ “ F23ppIdb∆qF qpp∆b IdqF´1qF´112 , (4.5)
where the counit is not changed. If moreover B is a Hopf algebra, then the same
antipode gives an antipode for BF with respect to a “ SpF´p1qqF´p2q, and b “
F p1qSpF p2qq. If B is quasitriangular, then so is BF with universal R-matrix F21RF´1.
For a proof that BF is indeed a quasi-bialgebra (or Hopf algebra) see [31, Theorem
2.4.2]. In fact, it is shown more generally that any Drinfeld twist of a quasi-Hopf
algebra is again a quasi-Hopf algebra. If F is a 2-cycle (satisfying a dual condition
to (3.62)), then BF is again a Hopf algebra. The Drinfeld twist is also referred to
as a gauge transformation in the literature. It is a basic result that the categories
B-Mod and BF -Mod are equivalent as monoidal categories.
Another point of view on twisting is to view a bialgebra B as a quasi-bialgebra
Bφ with respect to some 3-cycle φ which commutes with the two-fold coproduct
p∆ b Idq∆. For example, if B is commutative, Bφ is a quasi-bialgebra for any 3-
cycle. This way, the usual notion of a twisted Drinfeld double of a group algebra
can be obtained (see [10, 32]). We will consider this example together with the
corresponding Heisenberg double in the following section. Using either versions of
twist, we can apply Proposition 4.1.3 to compute the Drinfeld and Heisenberg doubles
of the corresponding twisted Hopf algebras. For a general definition, let C,B be
dually paired Hopf algebra.
Definition 4.2.2. The twisted Drinfeld double DrinωpC,Bq, with respect to a 3-
cycle on B which commutes with the two-fold coproducts, is defined as the bialgebra
(respectively, Hopf algebra) DrinkpC,Bωq using the notation of Definition 4.1.2.
The twisted Heisenberg double HeisωpC,Bq is defined to be HeiskpC,Bωq.
Hence, we can give a presentation for the twisted double using Proposition 4.1.3.
More generally, the same construction works if we start with dually paired braided
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Hopf algebras in B “ H-Mod (or A-CoMod in the weakly quasitriangular case) and
ω a 3-cycle on B which commutes with all two-fold coproducts in BbBbB P AlgpBq
giving a definition of DrinωHpC,Bq :“ DrinHpC,Bωq and its Heisenberg analogue. We
will not use this general case in the present section.
As a direct corollary, we have that the monoidal category DrinωHpC,Bq-Mod acts
on the category HeisωHpC,Bq-Mod.
4.3. The Twisted Heisenberg Double of a Group
We finish this exposition by showing, as an example, how the categorical action
of the monoidal category of the Drinfeld center on the Hopf center can be used to
obtain an action of the category of Gad-equivariant ω-twisted vector bundles on the
category of ω-twisted Greg-equivariant vector bundles on G.
Let G be a finite group. Then 3-cycles in the sense of (1.8) on the Hopf algebra
krGs of functions on G correspond to 3-cocycles in the group cohomology of G. That
is, for such ω,
ωph, k, lqωpg, hk, lqωpg, h, kq “ ωpg, h, klqωpgh, k, lq, @g, h, k, l P G, (4.6)
where ω is normalized such that ωpg, h, kq “ 1 as soon as one of the group elements
equals 1.
As krGs is commutative, kωrGs, as introduced in the previous section, is a quasi-
Hopf algebra for any 3-cocycle ω. In [32], the Drinfeld center of kωrGs-CoMod
is shown to be equivalent to the category of modules over the quasi-Hopf algebra
DrinωpGq, which we refer to as the twisted Drinfeld double of the group G. There
are two different points of view on its representation category. The first one is:
Proposition 4.3.1 ([32]). The category DrinωpGq-Mod is equivalent to the category
of G-graded vector spaces which are Gad-equivariant with respect to twisted represen-
tations of G. The representations are twisted by the cocycle τpωq P Z2pG, adkrGsq
valued in krGs with the left adjoint action of G, which is defined by
τpωqpg, hqpkq “ ωpg, h, h
´1g´1kghqωpk, g, hq
ωpg, g´1kg, hq . (4.7)
That is, the action a homogeneous element v of degree d is given by
g Ź phŹ vq “ τpωqpg, hqpdqghŹ v. (4.8)
The equivariance condition corresponds to the YD-condition that the degree of gŹv is
gdg´1. We refer to vector spaces V with this structure as ω-twisted Gad-equivariant
vector bundles over G.
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Modules over the twisted Heisenberg double are twisted representations of G
(with respect to the same 2-cocycle τpωq. The only difference is that the equivariance
condition is that the degree of g Ź v is gd if v has degree d. Hence we speak of
Greg-equivariant vector bundles over G. The categorical action of Gad-equivariant
ω-twisted vector bundles on Greg-equivariant ones is now a direct consequence of the
categorical action discussed before.
Another point of view on the category DrinωpGq-Mod is given in [35] where rep-
resentations of the twisted Drinfeld double DrinωpGq are identified with τpωq-twisted
representations of the action groupoid Gad of G acting on itself by conjugation. The
2-cocycle τpωq is obtained by the transgression map
τ : Z3pG,Up1qq ÝÑ Z2pGadq.
However, the same map also produces 2-cocycles for the action groupoid Greg of
G acting on itself by the regular action. Hence, we can identify the category
HeisωpGq-Mod with the category of τpωq-twisted representations over Greg.
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